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ABSTRACT 

 The Tumen River Area region is recognized as the economic potential 

area in the Northeast Asia after the Cold War period. The five countries namely, 

China, Russia, DPRK, Mongolia and ROK 1  initiated the Intergovernmental 

regional economic cooperation to reach prosperous development in the area in 

economic field under the auspices of the UNDP.2 This enthusiasm led them to 

the establishment of the Development Programme (TRADP)/Greater Tumen 

Initiative (GTI) to collaborate together from 1991 till present, under the one 

vision and purpose. However, the whole Program developmental progress has 

been stagnate. 

 To begin with the research, the thesis introduced the methodology and 

framework applied to the area cooperation in NEA in the beginning. The next 

two chapters covered the introduction of two regional cooperation which are 

GTI and Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS), to further contribute to the 

analysis. Chapter followed by the determination of the challenges faced GTI. In 

this part the detected issues which are assumed as the affecting problems to the 

developmental progress of the GTI, are compared to the GMS, the most similar 

regional economic cooperation in the region.  

 In this sense, this thesis can contribute to the understanding of the 

potential challenges of the GTI, that are projected in five different categories 

such as institutional, functional, inherent and operational issues, then compared 

1 The countries names will be in short format instead of using their official names such as 
People's republic of China (China), Russian federation (Russia), Democratic people's republic 
of Korea (DPRK), Republic of Korea (ROK) Official names will be used in citations, 
government or official documents or other primary sources.
2 The organizations names will be used abbreviation forms instead of full names, like United 
Nations Development Programme as UNDP, as used in the articles or academic papers.  



with another cooperation program, which has similar features and objectives 

with GTI. Furthermore, as a supplementary explanatory factor to the challenges 

the Strategic Action Plan of GTI evaluated in the next chapter. Followed by the 

examination of the Asian regional cooperation phenomenon. Lastly, the 

research findings and policy implications are introduced in accordance with the 

determined issues in GTI. To conclude, this empirical thesis has explored the 

problems and prospects that help to explain why the regional cooperation 

namely GTI has been stunted the progress is worth studying.  

Key Words: Greater Tumen Initiative, Regional cooperation, progress, member 

countries, development, stagnation. 



CHAPTER I.  
INTRODUCTION 

 
 From the end of the Cold war world system order has been changed, as 

the collapse of communist bloc in East Europe and Soviet Union that the 

accomplishment of the geo-economics over geopolitics. Within this change of 

economic liberalization and global trend of regionalization the Pacific Asian 

countries have created transnational economic zones for maximize their factor 

endowments and strengthen their economic using their comparative advantages.  

 The Tumen River Development Programme (named TRADP in the 

beginning of establishment, but later changed to GTI-Greater Tumen Initiative) 

is situated at the geographic center of the Northeast Asia which started with 

ambitious perspective to strengthen the relations in five priority sectors, 

however it shows some slow downed the progress in the beginning ten years of 

development. The idea to formulate regional cooperation in Tumen river area 

was firstly discussed in 1990 based on the papers presented by Chinese scholars.  

  

 North Korea, China and Russia and the Korea and Mongolia as non 

riparian countries signed an agreement on Tumen River Area Development on 

6 December 1995 then the Coordination Committee and Consultative 

Commission are established. 

 Besides Tumen river regional cooperation, the TRADP/GTI is also 

known as the stagnated regional platform and in the past, mainly before 2010, 

that did not heard much in the international arena. 

 The below figure shows the result of the survey conducted in 2011 by 

the GTI experts. The outcome resulted that the more than half of the all 

respondents, 60% stated that the overall performance of the TRADP and GTI  

were “neutral”. 



 

Figure 1 GTI Survey Result "Performance of the TRADP/GTI"  

 
Source: "Strategic review of the GTI", 2011 

 

 In order to explore the behind reasons of stunted progress, the study 

mainly focused on the institutional, functional and inherent issues that 

supported to diminish the progress throughout the TRADP/GTI existence from 

its inception. Furthermore, these issues will be examined in case of the Greater 

Mekong Subregion (GMS), which has many similar features with the GTI.      

1.1 Research Motivation     

 This paper aims to investigate the challenges related to the stunted 

progress of the "Tumen Initiative" especially focusing on TRADP/GTI and 

further to define as major reasons behind the undermined its achievement as 

expected. Taking into the significant importance of the learning from the past, 

the back history of the whole GTI formation processes introduced. 



 As Leininger wrote, "Without a past, there is no meaning to the present, 

nor can we develop a sense of ourselves as individuals and as members of 

groups".3 

 Within these framework, the study is concerned on the analysis of the 

cooperation in that region, specially the main actors (central government, 

provincial government and community) and their influences to the process and 

decision making progress. Moreover, the evaluation of the whole TRADP/GTI 

as an institutional framework. Moreover, the study explores the institutional 

challenges and the independent analysis on its Strategic Action Plan provided to 

support the study.  

 The regionalism in the case of the TRADP/GTI is usually weakened due 

to the national economic and political rivalries.4 

 With respect to this purpose, paper examined the major facts that gave 

negative impacts on the early stagnation of GTI progress by analysis and 

observation made from its historical, economic perspective, further the review 

of the activities and evaluation on the Strategic action plan is included. In order 

to define the factors which made TRADP/GTI poor activities the time span of 

the study is from 1991 to 2010 years. The evaluation on the current situation 

along with some suggestions on future perspective of GTI will be delivered in 

the last.  

 Moreover, in the sense of the regional cooperation trend in Asia, in the 

frame of functionality and asymmetric characteristics of the regional 

cooperation through the comparative cases of the GTI with another regional 

cooperation such as Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and 

3 Leininger, M. M. (Ed.). (1985). Qualitative research methods in nursing. Orlando, FL: Grune 
& Stratton. p.109 
4 Tumen River Area Development Programme: Frustrated Micro-Regionalism as a Microcosm 
of Political Rivalries" Christopher W. Hughes CSGR Working Paper No. 57/00 August 2000



Greater Mekong Subregion, that provides more understanding of the common 

features of the NEA countries regional cooperation which are regarded as still 

in the beginning phases. 

 By exploring each of the individual cases of above regional cooperation, 

the study presented understanding of their nature therefore, also contributes to 

the general knowledge of the factors leading to the slow development of the 

regional cooperation in the NEA. 

 The selection of the three particular regional cooperation which are 

slightly different from each other is made based on their commonality and trade 

achievement. Therefore, in order to examine whether the similar features of 

these regional cooperation are sharing is also reflects to the Asian regional 

cooperation phenomena, the study presented the Mekong basin and ASEAN's 

introduction, then applied their features to the cooperation path of Asian so 

called "open regionalism" or as defined in Asymmetric and Functionality (AF) 

Model.  

 The phenomena of the Asian regional cooperation is may explained in 

the frame of the International Relations (IR) theory, for instance, from the 

realist perspectives, the regionalism is usually did not considered, due to their 

focus on nationalistic perceptions. Realist tradition foresees limited possibility 

of cooperation and potential outcome of regional institutions. (Grieco Powell 

and Snidal.1993) While, from the neoliberal perspective, the institution, is 

focused more on the relative gains of each unit which is entangled around the 

institutions for common targets.  

 It means, the institutions based on the realistic or nationalistic form is 

more likely to be failed in most cases can be seen in Asia. Unlike the European 



Union (EU) and the North American Free Trade Agreement  (NAFTA), most 

East Asian regional projects have failed to perform.5 

 The more neorealist approach in the regional cooperation, the worse 

acceleration of the development progress rather than more neoliberal 

approach/member countries exist in the regional cooperation.   

 Thus, it may observe that the key reasons behind the TRADP's 

stagnation are related to their diverse interference of national interest of 

member countries towards TRADP, also the divergent political system of states, 

lack of political commitment, limited fund and the ambiguous role of actors in 

institution which are more pushing their back. 

1.2 Research Question  

 The TRADP has been spent four years (I Phase) only for setting of the 

initial operation for the development of the regional cooperation, as doing so 

further did not show yet the success as in other regional cooperation such as 

SOURI, ASEAN further APEC, NAFTA, EU...etc.  

 Then, "What are the main reasons behind the slow process of 

TRADP/GTI development?" Yet, above mentioned, regional cooperation are all 

contain trade and economic development as their main purpose, although some 

said that Asian regionalism is far behind the EU which regarded as an example 

of regionalism, even some are showing stagnation. 

 What are the differences between GTI and GMS in terms of institutional, 

functional and their inherent issues? explore in this paper.  

5 "Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The Case 
of the TRADP" Jaeho Hwang, University of London, 2002 



1.3 Review on the Previous Studies  

 There are tremendous research on the regional cooperation and of the 

Asian countries regional cooperation, however, the TRADP/GTI issues were 

attracted research more in the beginning of the project, especially during 1990's 

years and laterally, the research on the GTI issues had encouraged less attention. 

Although several policy papers have been made, mainly by the international 

organizations. Nevertheless, most of the research sources found online and from 

official websites of the organizations, and few book and publications of the GTI 

conferences contributed to this study.   

1.3.1 Theoretical Research 

 The functional aspect of this model, is that it is combining both 

economic, political, security as well as societal issues as instruments of regional 

economic cooperation, the asymmetric aspect of the model invites all state and 

non-state actors to be represented as the units of regional cooperation and the 

AF model is framework to understand the better attainment of regional 

differences in one common platform6. 

 In conclusion, Aysun Uyar, argued in the paper of the regional 

cooperation in Asia, that the regional cooperation which has this sort of 

asymmetric functionality shows the divergence of the members and on the 

stability. 

1.3.2 Asian Regional Cooperation 

 Some argue that the regional cooperation in Asia mostly shows failure 

cases comparing the European regional cooperation. the reason behind is 

explained by many arguments, though the cause of this unsuccessful 

6 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 



cooperation is an interesting issue to put an eye. Albeit, in the paper by the 

some research paper, mentions this phenomenon along in Asian regional 

cooperation due to their weak institutional setting, some are argued that the 

national interests are more involved in the regional cooperation that affect to the 

integration and further implementation of the joint objective.  

 Another concept raised by the Scalapino, as "Natural Economic 

Territories’ (NETs). this kind of cooperation defined as the "entities that cross 

political boundaries, often encompassing only portions of the state, but with 

their raisond' etre resting upon the combination of natural resources, manpower, 

technology, and capital that can be pooled to maximum advantage7  

1.3.3 "Greater Tumen Initiative" Issues 

            During the Phase I from 1991 to 1996 years of the TRADP development, 

the member countries spent most of the time on the negotiation of the 

institutionalized cooperation and to lease the land on proposed corporation. In 

the end of the Phase II the crisis arise on the full ownership of the member 

states with continuous UNDP support, some argued that other additional 

outside agency was needed to facilitate the security and to promote historical 

tension and conflict. 

             Despite the initiation of the investment forums, environmental 

evaluations and training workshops, the development of infrastructure moved at 

a slow pace and eventually stagnated due to the Asian financial crisis (2008) 

and the deterioration of relations among member states.8   

7 ‘Economics, Security, and Northeast Asia’, Asia-Pacific Security: The Economics-Politics 
Nexus, Stuart Harris & Andrew Mack (eds.), Allen & Unwin Australia Pty Ltd., Australia, pp. 
137-148, Scalapino, Robert A. (1997), Chap. 7 
8  "Tumen Initiative" Liu, Virginia Review of Asian Studies Volume 16 (2014): 217-230  



 As mentioned earlier the member states had its own diverse status over 

the past period and these differences have been argued by many scholars on 

their research on GTI areas, such as Christopher W. Huges, University of 

Warwick, UK, on his paper about "Frustrated Micro-Regionalism as a 

Microcosm of Political Rivalries". He mainly focused on the key variables of 

the frustration of micro regionalism on the TRADP case, that also explains the 

undermined process of the regional cooperation. 

 At the beginning the TRADP member countries were all had very 

enthusiastic views on the future of the TRADP. In fact, both Korean (South 

Korea and North Korea) saw the upcoming activities will be benefit to the 

future unification by exchanging experience in technology and other sources of 

cooperation, gradually will reduce the cost of sudden unification, development 

for future prosperity; Russian scholars saw further effective cooperation with 

foreign countries may succeed to bring crisis situation to healing level; in order 

to imbalance the regional disparities within China, which stands for political 

stability, social equity and its economic potential; within the geographical 

location of Mongolia paid an importance of this factor could be considered as 

real development promoter and chance to develop the country's eastern railway 

network in mutual beneficial respect.9  

9 "Tumen river area development project" Proceedings of the International Conference, August, 
4-5, 1994, Seoul     Korea, The Sejong Institute 



 There has been several papers and journal articles, where scholars gave 

their observation about the stagnation reasons of TRADP/GTI, namely, the 

working paper of the Economic Research Institute for Northeast Asia (ERINA), 

Tumen Secretariat and UNDP paper, some of the GTI workshop and meeting 

material were also the existing literature sources.   

 From the Tony Tai's Tony Tai Ting Liu, National University of Ching 

Sing University in his article on Virginia Review of Asian Studies point of view, 

"The success of the regional initiatives depend heavily on the participation of 

the dominant power in the system, so as arguing that TRADP has been a case 

where support from the dominant power fell short, where to dominant power to 

be Japan and the U.S did not actively participated to project. Although Japan 

has participated few meeting in the beginning stage".10 

 In Pavel Minakir's presentation on "Tumen river area development 

project" during the Proceedings of the International Conference" which held on 

August, 4-5, 1994 in Seoul Korea organized by the The Sejong Institute, in 

1991-1992 Pacific Russia had a certain advantages over other regions in Russia 

in the development of the economy but in 1993 that advantage vanished.11 

However, Russian scholars sees further effective cooperation with foreign 

countries may succeed to bring crisis situation to healing level. As Lee Hong 

Pyo mentioned in his presentation that, the Chinese government considered the 

TRADP project perspective as the way to upgrade the far east Chinese 

provinces along the Tumen river, and also at that time China has been 

implementing Open door policy for economic sphere, in this context the leaders 

of the country were enthusiastic about the TRADP, so that China will stick to 

10  Tumen river area development project" Proceedings of the International Conference, August, 
4-5, 1994, Seoul     Korea, The Sejong Institute
 



the project by introducing various pragmatic measures regardless of the 

divergence of interests among the countries involved and the uncertainty of the 

financial support for the project.12  

 According to the survey conducted by GTI in 2011 on the issues of GTI 

with the UNDP experts, the question on GTI performance was provided and 

asked respondents who related to the international organization and member 

countries governmental offices. Here is the result of the answer described by 

below graph.  

Figure 2 Survey Result on GTI Performance 

   

Source: "Strategic Review of GTI", GTI 2011 

 As the half of the respondents said it is neutral on the GTI Strategic 

action plan has met its objectives. In this respect the study also made an 

evaluation on the current SAP of the GTI. 

12 Tumen river area development project "Proceedings of the International Conference", August, 
4-5, 1994, Seoul Korea, The Sejong Institute p.142. Pavel Minakir; p.167. Lee Hong Pyo   



1.4 Structure of the  Study  

 This paper is composed of eight chapters which entails as follows: the 

first chapter is devoted to the introduction of the paper purpose, the raised 

question and different literature review on the topic followed with the chapter 

where presents method used in the study. 

 Chapter three presents the introductory of the TRADP/GTI as an 

institution and its legal status. Within this chapter also the member countries 

introduction and participation to the TRADP/GTI development in the sense of 

Northeastern emerging economic cooperation integration will be provided as 

well. 

 The forth chapter is devoted to the determination of the key challenging 

reasons why the one of the most potential area did not succeed to accelerate the 

development process. Then the fifth chapter is also linked to the previous 

chapter, particularly, elaborated the evaluation result of the GTI Strategic 

Action Plan 2011-2015, discussed as on one of the variable to the stagnated 

process of TRADP/GTI. In the sixth chapter, the comparison analysis on the 

three regional cooperation of Asia, to determine the common feature leaded to 

the failure of development made including their introduction. The final chapter 

brings together the research findings of each above issues and comparison 

result lead to conclusion remark. 

 

CHAPTER II. 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK  

 To understand better the slow progress of the regional  cooperation 

namely in TRADP, it would be useful to make comparisons with other existing 

regional cooperation, who are originally similar in terms of the nature of 

member states in the regional cooperation. 



2.1 Regionalism, Regionalization Approaches 

 Since the late 1980s, regionalism has become one of the most important 

subjects in the debates on international order.13  

 The multidimensional significance of regionalism largely resulted from 

developments in the EC/EU and NAFTA.14 Unlike the EU and NAFTA, most 

East Asian regional projects have failed to perform, the TRADP, in this regard, 

is no exception.15Instead of the two projects SUORI and the Greater South 

China Economic Zone (GSCEZ), others are still not showing successful result 

so far. In order to avoid confusion on the "regionalism" or "regionalization", 

here provides some arguments of scholars that could make more conceptual 

clarification. 

 Based on EU's experiences Liu claims that the, economic security and 

political motivations are most critical factors to boost region building process. 

(Liu 2003:19) 

 Albert Fishlow and Stephan Haggard defined regionalization as the 

concentration of economic interactions in one region and regionalism as 

political process characterized by the economic policy cooperation and the 

coordination among countries. 16 Although it is mainly accentuated with 

regionalization as the process whereby a geographical area is transformed from 

a inactive object to an active subject competent of articulating the 

13 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The 
Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)" Jaeho Hwang 2008 
14 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The 
Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)" Jaeho Hwang, 2008 
15 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The 
Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)" Jaeho Hwang, 2008 
16  Mansfield, Edward D. & Milner, Helen V (1999), ‘The New Wave o f Regionalism’, 
International Organisation, Vol. 53, No. 3, pp. 589-627. 



intercontinental interests of the emerging region is also essential to mention.17

  

 While regionalization can be understood either in natural ways  or 

comparing NAFTA with GTI because of approach of realist or neoliberal. Some 

scholars considered Asian regional cooperation as the open regionalism. Open 

regionalism is generally applied to define the characteristics of ASEAN. 18 

Today most economists favor open regionalism, which prescribes the 

elimination of obstacles to trade (in some extent investment) within a region 

while trying into the multilateral trading system and doing nothing to raise 

external barriers to the rest of the world  

2.2 Realist and Neoliberal Perspectives to Regionalism 

 Major theoretical approaches have emerged from the different 

inclinations of realism and neoliberal institutions. Realist tradition foresees 

limited possibility of cooperation and potential outcome of regional institutions. 

But it accepts different levels of cooperation like hegemonic leadership, 

economic cooperation and military alliances.19 

 Neo-liberal institutionalism on the other hand enhances the reasoning 

behind institutions as forerunners of regional and international by focusing on 

the relative gains of each unit which is entangled around the institutions for 

common targets.20 

17  Hettne, Bjom & Andras Inotai (1994), The New Regionalism: Implications for Global 
Development and 
International Security, Helsingki: UNU/WIDER 
18 Segal, Gerald, and Jusuf Wanandi, eds, 1998, Europe and Asia Pacific. London: Routledge 
19  Grieco, Joseph M. (1997), Chap. Seven, ‘Systemic Sources o f Variation in Regional 
Institutionalisation in Western Europe, East Asia, and the Americas’, Edward D. Mansfield & 
Helen V. Milner (ed.), The Political Economy o f Regionalism, New York: Columbia 
University Press, pp. 164-187.
20 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 



 Both neorealist and neoliberals also agree that the success or otherwise 

of the EU is an important test case.21 For East Asia some forms of functional 

cooperation may be the ultimate evolution of regionalism, and it can be better 

described as ‘cooperation’, rather than ‘integration’. 

 In the integration process, the nation-state, which stands to lose some 

aspects of sovereignty, must be the main actor. On the other hand, cooperation 

works within clearly defined limits and leaves the powers of member states 

unaffected.22 

2.3 Asymmetric and Functionality (AF) Model  

 In order to define the group of units as a region, first of all, there should 

be a sense of identity of that particular group where, the group members should 

have not all but most of the following conditions according to the classical 

definition of regional identity:  

- geographic proximity is one of the first conditions on which most of the 

regional groupings focus, 

- sense of commonality via common elements like culture, language, religion 

and ethnic and/or historical background is another feature of the recent regional 

groupings, another element is existence of a joint objective around which the 

units can compromise,  

- further enhancement of this objective can be achieved by a certain degree of 

commitment from the member units and the   

21 Baldwin, David A. (1993), Chap. 1, ‘Neoliberalism, Neorealism, and World Politics’, in 
David A. Baldwin (ed.), Neorealism and Neoliberalism - The Contemporary Debate, New York: 
Columbia University Press, pp. 3-25 
22 Jaeho Hwang thesis on "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security 
and Foreign Policy: The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP) 



- last but not least, formal or/and informal levels of interaction around 

geographical territory, commonalities, joint objectives or commitments are 

omnipotent in order to call a group as a region.23 

 The AF Model is, defined to be a framework of economic cooperation 

along with functional mechanisms of political and societal interactions of the 

asymmetrically divergent units of Asia.24 AF model is framework to understand 

the better attainment of regional differences in one common platform.25 

 The nature of the AF model is the suitable for those regional 

cooperation, where the coordinated economic policies and disproportionate 

concentration of the member states power. Detailed elaboration on these two 

features will be examined in the in the next chapter on the regional cooperation 

of GTI, Mekong, and ASEAN.  

 "Asymmetricity" is the diversity of power, capability, interest and 

commitment of each unit, which ranges from states to non state and interstate 

actors and different capabilities and defined interests of each unit leads to 

variable units of analysis along functional level of interactions.26  

 Complementary gain, which turns relative gains into complementary 

ones in a given time and different functional levels of analysis, is another 

23 Jaeho Hwang thesis on "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security 
and Foreign Policy: The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)



feature of the model.27 Thus, one's relative gain would be a complementary one 

for the other in a different level of interaction.28 

 Relative Leadership is another characteristic by which there is no need 

for only one leader but complementary, limited leadership advantages within 

each functional grouping at different levels of interactions in the region.29 

Functionality of the interactions through formal and informal institutions is one 

of the main features of regionalism patterns in the literature.30 

 The AF model also emphasizes the feasibility of informal forms of 

functionality, keeping in mind that relative disparity shifts might damage the 

commitment of less capable units to their regional grouping.31The model also 

has a transparency aspect through which it can be implemented even as an 

umbrella framework for the other approaches such as open regionalism and 

sub-regionalism.32 

 Functionalism was developed as a criticism against realist traditional 

state oriented international governance of the with emphasis of international 

agencies to achieve regional commitment.33 Since the political interactions were 

intractable due to clashing interest and low probability of consensus among 

31 "Systemic Sources of Variations in Regional Institutionalization in Western Europe, East 
Asia and the Americas" Grieco, Joseph M. 1997, in E.D.Mansfield and H.V.Milner 
32 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 
33 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 



nation states, more non-political issues to be governed by agencies were 

proposed as the main premise of functionalism.34   

 Functionalism is an approach, which concentrates on the reasoning of 

agency, regional and/or international institutions as forms of cooperation.35 

Regional economic cooperation of the current patterns and approaches are 

transformed into various applicable agencies of interaction as summarized in 

below table. 

Table 1 Asymmetric Functionality (AF) Model 

 
Source: "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia:  
Asymmetric Functionality (AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 
 

34 "Regionalism, Functionalism, and Universal International Organization" Haas, Ernst 1956 
35 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006



 Open regionalism is an approach to be applied at different levels of 

regionalism while the AF Model is a more comprehensive framework that can 

even be a base for open regionalism.36  

2.4 Comparison Analysis and Historical Research Method   

As of Tang and Thant (1993) outlined 4 factors to make growth triangle 

successful: 1.economic complementarities must exist among the countries. 

2.geographic proximity can reduce the transportation and communication cost, 

3. political commitment of the government. 4.infrastructure development that 

attract foreign investment, 5. the importance and value should be measured also 

by its capacity to expand to other parts of the country.  

 The historical studies are basically focused on the identification, 

location, evaluation and syntheses of the data from the past, to use the past facts 

in present time and for future.  

 This study is based on the qualitative analysis using historical method to 

review the relevant documents from international organization evaluation, 

strategic paper, previous studies of the experts, and journal articles on this 

theme with the purpose of evaluating GTI progress, in particular 1991-2010 

years, with providing assessment on the relevant GTI plans and other reports 

from Tumen Secretariat to define the past challenges and issues reflected to the 

slow development of the GTI, including critical reviews on that issues. 

 Isaac and Michael describe the purpose of historical research as one of 

the reconstructing the past systematically and objectively by collecting, 

evaluating, verifying, and synthesizing evidence to establish facts and reach 

defensible conclusions, often in relation to particular hypothesis,37 defines it as 

36 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar,  2006 
37 Gay 1981 p432 



'the systematic collection an objective evaluation of data related to past 

occurrences in order to test hypotheses concerning causes, effects, or trends of 

those events which may help to explain present events and anticipate future 

events.38  

2.5 SMART Criteria 

 SMART is the abbreviation of these five measurements and are stands 

for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time limited criterion. 

SMART is usually used to analyze the organizations effectiveness of project or 

its performance of the management.  

 According to the SMART criteria the Strategic Action Plan (SAP) 2011-

2015 of GTI will be screened under the five measurement whether the SAP 

qualifies the feature of the good action plan standard or whether it has some 

improvements needed in the future.  

 

CHAPTER III. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE "GREATER TUMEN INITIATIVE" 

(GTI) AND "GREATER MEKONG SUBREGION" (GMS) 

 This chapter introduces the establishment of the GTI and its 

development processes including its transition from "Tumen River Area 

Development Programme" (TRADP) to "Greater Tumen Initiative" (GTI) 

Further, the each member states role and participation to the GTI will also be 

delivered concluding with other stakeholders review.  

3.1 Nature of the GTI  

 Previously known as TRADP, GTI is an intergovernmental economic 

cooperation platform of the Northeast Asian countries, who are locating along 

38 'Ronald R.Powell "basic research methods for librarians" 1997



with the Tumen river in the early 1991's. The initial idea was bring up by the 

Chinese experts during the meeting and further got the supported by United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 

 The four member states signed an agreement on the mutual beneficial 

cooperation of greater economic prosperity and sustainable development in the 

Greater Tumen Region and to strengthen economic and technical cooperation in 

1995. Particularly, GTI's key sectors are transport, trade investment, tourism, 

energy and environment. 

 In 2005 by the Changchun Declaration, the member countries have 

made five important decision to the legal status of the GTI, firstly, the 

Agreement has been extended to other ten years, revitalized the TRADP to GTI, 

the full ownership has been transmitted to the member countries and UNDP 

remained just to support the GTI projects, the territorial coverage has been 

expanded, foundation of the Business Advisory Council (BAC). 

 

GTI's mission: "Building a great partnership for common prosperity between 

neighbors" 

 

  



Figure 3 Greater Tumen Region Map 

 
Source: GTI Brochure Nov.2013 

 

 The Tumen River in NEA is a 521 km river that forms part of the border 

between Northeast China, the DPRK and Far East Russia. The river rises in 

Mount Baekdu (DPRK)/Changbai (China) and flows into the East Sea/Sea of 

Japan.39 

 The Tumen river development area covers four Northeastern provinces 

which are also considered as an intersection of the trade, energy and transport 

routes. Below table shows the capacity of the region and its endowments.  

 

39 Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation: Assessment and Prospects of the Greater Tumen 
Initiative, Chung Mo Koo, Hyun-Hoon Lee, Donna Yoo 2011 



Table 2 Tumen River Region Capacity 

 

3.1.1 The Organizational Structure  

 The main decision making body is the Consultative Commission 

comprised from Vice-Ministers of the GTI member governments, and the 

Commission’s function is to promote the regional cooperation and development 

and enhancing common understanding. Consultative Commission convenes 

annually to discuss key policy issues and cooperation projects between the GTI 

members, and organizing joint sessions with strategic partners as well as local 

governments.40 

 GTI Secretariat established in April 1996 in Beijing and operates as the 

main executing agency of the GTI Consultative Commission.41Function is to 

40 GTI official website  http://www.tumenprogramme.org/?list-1524.html 
41 GTI official website http://www.tumenprogramme.org/?info-624-1.html 



provide administration, coordination, advisory and outreach services, to 

undertake the management of GTI projects. Currently, the Tumen Secretariat is 

under the UNDP's support in terms of budget and staffing. In the below figure 

the functions of the Tumen Secretariat described.  

Figure 4 Tumen Secretariat Function 

 
Source: Jaeho Hwang 200242  

 

 National Coordinators for national coordination of GTI activities, a 

National Coordinator has been appointed by the Governments in each member 

state, as the first point of contact.43 

42 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The 
Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP) Jaeho Hwang thesis on "The 
Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: The Case of 
the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)  
43 Strategic review on GTI, Final Report of GTI, 2011



Figure 5 The Organizational Structure of the GTI

 
 Source: Presentation by Wang Weina Director, GTI, 2014 

 

 Northeast Asia (NEA) Local Cooperation Committee (LCC) is a 

Governor level platform includes all members countries including Japan. In 

charge of economic cooperation of the NEA country's local governments, to 

reinforce their capacities, mobilize international support, boost policy 

coordination and to promote knowledge sharing among NEA neighbors. 

 NEA EXIM Banks Association created by the EXIM Bank of China, 

EXIM Bank of ROK, Development Bank of Mongolia and the Bank of 

Development and Foreign Economic Affairs of Russia. Functioned to improve 

the access to public and private finance for GTI projects also to promote 

intraregional trade in NEA. 

 Business Advisory Council (BAC) is responsible for public private 

partnerships and dialogues. As private sector lead platform BAC aims to create 

a business friendly environment, strengthening economic exchanges and 

advertise investment opportunities. Also the Tumen Secretariat initiated Trade 



Facilitation Committee (TFC), with the main objective of TFC is to increase the 

volume of the regional trade through facilitation of technical procedures in GTI 

member countries.44 

3.1.2 Development Phases and the transition from TRADP to GTI 

 According to the Changchun Declaration, during the whole existing 

time, the TRADP stand for the process from 1991 to 1996 years and Greater 

Tumen Initiative (GTI) is represents the period from 1996 till present time. 

TRADP is often named as Preparatory Phase, because during this period the 

TRADP has been done very fundamental foundation related works.  

 TRADP is comprises from Interim phase from 1996 to 2000 years and 

Extension Phase from 2000 to 2006 years. These three phases briefly outlined 

as follows: 

  

Preparatory Phase 1991-1996 

 In the beginning two years the TRADP spent the time just for the 

operation of the initial process, then the official formulation of the TRADP is 

only started in 1993 with the purpose to establish the Joint Special Economic 

Zones (SEZ) in the Tumen river region.  

 Within this framework it has planned to lease the land in China, Russia 

and DPRK to build  the SEZs. Moreover to make the TRADP become trade and 

transportation hub in the NEA was the main goal which basically requires huge 

investment for the building infrastructure such as railway, facilities, roads and 

others. 

44 GTI Strategic review 2005 



 However, this plan was not based on existing plans of the involved 

countries nor based on critical assessments of real demand, trade potential, 

institutional obstacles or financing possibilities.45  

 Above mentioned plans had faced not enough effort from member states 

that time and seemed too high to achieve and consequently the discussion lost 

its activeness in 1994.  

 Russian president and Chinese Premiar are agreed on the development 

of the TRADP on 1995. At the time of the TRADP in 90's global economy 

condition was relatively good, but in 1997 Asian crisis hit the countries 

therefore could not reach the funding of foreign investment in Tumen river 

economic development. 

 What has been done? During this phase as UNDP was the supporting 

authority, financed USD 30 billion which mostly spent for the research 

activities, and prepared regional development strategy on the insight of the 

direction of TRADP and the institutional framework agreement has been 

prepared as well. In line with this, two executive level authorities of TRADP 

established including Tumen Secretariat in Bejing and Consultative 

Commission, consists from five states which are China, ROK, DPRK, 

Mongolia, Russia and the Committee for three Riparian States which are China, 

DPRK, Russia. 

 

Interim Phase from 1997-2000  

 Main tasks for Phase II were to continue the works have been agreed 

between states in Phase I that includes an Agreement and priority sectors 

involvement. More importantly to put them into effect. In this Phase member 

45 Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation: Assessment and Prospects of the Greater Tumen 
Initiative, Chung Mo Koo, Hyun-Hoon Lee, Donna Yoo 2011 



states have been required to get the ownership of the Programme and to finance 

the Secretariat operation was struggling. 

 However, another causes like Asian financial crisis influenced the 

progress forward the member states also criticized the UNDP new policy 

directive that led to the Programme slowing down. New policy definition was 

like '...the projects or activities that would be located in one area, or on one side 

of the border, or that would be for the primary benefit of one area would no 

longer be financed' which confronted with member states interests.   

 

Phase III 2001-2004 to Extension 

 Based on the Phase I and II's creation of the agreement and institutional 

work had been introduced as the objectives. More clearly, determined priority 

five sectors need to start an action in the region, and institutional framework 

should get into realization level with the current activities of the projects in the 

field of trade and investment, transport and communications, environment, 

tourism and energy. 

 Yet at the same time GTI faced serious funding shortage issues due to 

the UNDP's role changed this condition was resulted to limit the Programme 

further running process.  

 UNDP’s role was a sole financier in 2001 (100% share) to co-sponsor in 

2003 (32% share), worsen the financial situation, until UNDP ceased financing 

in 2006 (0% share), while the ROK and China picked up most of these offsets.46 

 In a result the proposed objectives did not exceed previous achievement 

because of the several problems occurred in whole period of this phase.  

46 Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation: Assessment and Prospects of the Greater Tumen 
Initiative, Chung Mo Koo, Hyun-Hoon Lee, Donna Yoo 2011 



 In 2009 based on the UNDP request and also member states obligation 

the GTI changing the legal status into independent international entity, that the 

member states will own full ownership of the GTI further. As stipulated in the 

materials of the 10th CC meeting, “According to previous discussions and 

agreements, Tumen Secretariat strategically aims to become an independent 

inter-governmental organization, with its own legal identity and full operational 

capacity. As the new legal status will be formed, in accordance with the 

Agreement on the Understanding Concerning the Greater Tumen Initiative, the 

Secretariat, in consultation with GTI member governments, UNDP and legal 

experts, will supplement relevant rules and procedures to establish GTI new 

legal status and develop it into an international organization”.47 

 Since then, the GTI is now working to accomplish the objectives such as, 

to comprehend the strategic review, institutional setup for projects, completion 

of baseline studies and action plan for priority areas, Local Cooperation 

Committee, EXIM Banks Association, revised SAP for 2012-2015. To give 

more clear view of the recent Programme process below figure is remained in 

this part.   

 

47 GTI Strategic Review, 2011 



Figure 6 Overview of the Transition Process of TRADP/GTI 

 
Source: Presentation by Wang Weina Director, GTI, 2014  

3.1.3 Priority Sectors  

 According to the Strategic Action Plan of GTI there are four field of 

cooperation identified main sectors that are transport, energy, tourism and 

investment and additionally the environment is stated as the cross-cutting sector. 

 In accordance to these sectors GTI is working to introduce specific 

projects and each of them has a Board or Committee composed of senior 

officials from that sectors authorities of GTI member countries working under 

below objectives: to facilitate the development of adequate transport 

infrastructure and logistical networks in the region, to promote regional trade 

through the facilitation of technical procedures, to bring together public and 

private stakeholders as well as experts to help define and prioritize the 

initiatives for regional tourism development, to address regional energy issues 

on a policy and strategy basis while also including private sector expertise and 

resource, to bring together various stakeholders, including the private sector, 



local governments, and international organizations to create better development 

practices in order to ensure both environmental and economic viability.48  

3.1.4 Current Accomplishments 

  According to the introduction of the Director of GTI on International 

Workshop in 2014, the major achievements of GTI outlined as follows: 

 improved institutional capability and normalization of programme 

operations; 

 more member countries with confidence, rights and political and 

financial commitment; 

 winning achievement  

 improved policy environment for economic development and enhanced 

mutual understanding among neighbors 

 promoted fund, for example: EXIM Banks association established  

 expanded partnerships such as GIZ, ESCAP, PATA, WTO involvement 

increased 

 enhanced participation of NEA local governments, successfully 

established Local Cooperation Committee49 

 

48 GTI official website http://www.tumenprogramme.org/?list-1557.html  
49 Presentation by Wang Weina Director, GTI, 2014



Figure 7 "GTI Investment guide" 2009, "Hunchun Investment Guide" 2009, 

"Busan Investment Guide" 2010, "Tourism Guide" 2011 of the GTI 

 
Source: GTI official website 

  

 The GTI has published the Investment Guide in 2010 was significant to 

the promotion of the areas to future investors. It is providing the areas potential 

capacity, necessary data, legal environment...etc. Besides this guide in 2009 the 

Hunchun city Investment guide, in 2010 the Busan city Investment guide have 

been published by Tumen Secretariat that made huge contribution to the 

investment. 



 Based on the Tumen river region's beautiful nature and existing 

attractive places the member countries also taking an effort to develop the 

tourism activities in the region. 

3.2 Member States and International Partners Participation 

 The Greater Tumen region presents a mixed images of the countries 

periphery parts. In this chapter the member countries involvement in the 

TRADP/GTI will be explored. Also as the multilateral cooperation, particularly 

cooperation in transboundary river basin is dependent on the country's foreign 

policy agendas. Therefore, it shows some policy implications of the country 

will be viewed from the historical perspective. 

3.2.1 People's Republic of China 

 China is the main member country from the beginning of project and 

taking an significant role in the development of the Tumen river part. Like 

mentioned in above chapters introduced, the Tumen river area is rich of natural 

resources, dominated by the heavy industry, resource extraction and agriculture 

and produced more than half of the national petroleum requirements, thirty six 

percent of timber, 20% of steel, 17% of coal and 15% of grain. 

 The TRADP was chosen as a state level development project in the 

Ninth-Five Year Plan (1991-95), in view of its potential for increased border 

trade with neighboring countries. 50  In June 1995 President Jiang Ze Min 

expressed his willing to tackle the development issues in Hunchun and develop 

friendly relations with NEA countries. The  Central government China opened 

Hunchun border in order to deal with the obstacles in economic cooperation in 

50 "The significance of regionalism as an element of China’s security and foreign policy: the 
case of the TRADP", Jaeho Hwang  



North Eastern part.51 But Beijing has concerned more on the Dalian port since 

its potential connection with the three northeastern provinces and concerned the 

transit via Tumen river as an supplementary role. During the 10 years over the 

central government and the governments of Jilin province and Yanbian 

Prefecture have apparently invested a total of around 5 million in developing 

such infrastructure as roads, railways, airports, and communications.  

 These efforts are showing that the Chinese government is very keen to 

support the Tumen river project even from the beginning. Also some research 

noted that, "This enthusiasm had political motivations which coupled with 

several economic benefits such as access to the East sea and aspired to counter 

balance the efforts of Japan to seize leadership through the establishment of 

intraregional economic networks in East Asia"52. 

3.2.2 Mongolia  

 By geographical location Tumen river is not close to the Mongolian 

territory, however as the GTI has been expanded the territory covering Tumen 

region the Mongolia included and referred as member country in GTI. As 

earlier introduced, three eastern provinces involved in GTI, the area is rich of 

natural resources with large undisturbed steppe. Government of Mongolia is 

keen to reduce the constraints on trade imposed by landlocked status. Thus if 

the eastern part could be linked to the Jilin Province, that enables Mongolia to 

access to the East Sea. Mongolia is participating to GTI's activities as member 

from its inception.  

51 Eurasian review Vol.5, 2012 
52 Choi Myeong Hae, 2012: 4



3.2.3 Republic of Korea  

 Korean Eastern port cities involved in GTI which has huge capacity of 

cargo handling and these cities are most industrialized part. Korea initially has 

been participated in GTI events from outside, supported its activities and 

provided financial contribution. For instance, according to the GTI paper report 

on financial issues, ROK contribution was $5 million in 1992 and reached to 

$4,063 by the end of 2000 years, even though, ROK has not involved in Rajin 

Sonbong development issue. This can be reflected like, about half  of the 

population in Yanbian prefecture was ethnic Korean people, also at that time 

ROK turned the policy on improving the relations with DPRK and was 

providing huge support by means of multilateral cooperation to DPRK.  

3.2.4 Russian Federation  

 Originally, Russian establishment of the economic development zone 

started in 1986, during leader of Soviet Union Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to 

Nakhodka became the first FEZ. But in 1993 the Federal government deemed 

that the entry of foreign investors into FEZ could threat the  domestic industry. 

In Nakhodka FEZ, Russia-South Korean Industrial Complex plan created and it 

required tax benefit for ROK companies, infrastructure responsibility from 

Russian side which were not accepted by Government of Russia so that due to 

the legal system FEZ in Russia has failed.  

 In spite of these conditions, its observed that Russia suspected China 

may have strategic purpose behind the 'Northeast revitalization strategy in 

2002-2003', the memory of the territorial disputes over the Maritime Province 

acted as limiting factor, and also Russia may had a fear that existing logistics 

networks such as Trans Siberian Railway would become obsolete. 



Consequently, zone remained stagnant, industries overall degenerated, the 

population has been declining rapidly.    

 Another project related to Tumen project is Zarubino port, located in 

Khasan district. On this port Russian concluded an agreement with Chinese side 

to jointly develop port in 1992. Also to development of the railway linking 

Hunchin Makhalino, Sukhanovka and Zarubino. Via this port the official cargo 

transit mainly between China and Russia began in 2003. On Zarubino port 

conducted feasibility study by Japanese side, but the proposed works have not 

been implemented yet, thereby  Zarubino port handling very little amount of 

Chinese transit cargo.  

 Lastly, from 2009 Russian government engaged in GTI more actively, 

that signing of the 'Outline for Regional Cooperation between Northeast China 

and Far East Russian and Eastern Siberia (2009-2018)'. Almost all of 205 

projects proposed in this outline are related to the GTI either directly or 

indirectly as it focuses on the three northeastern provinces of China.  

3.2.5 Democratic People's Republic of Korea  

 DPRK has been involved as member country in 1991, however due to 

the investment shortage of GTI to the region and specially DPRK's withdrawal 

from the Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty in 1993 incident were resulted to give 

up in GTI's involvement of DPRK in November 2009.  

 The interpretation of the facts happened before its withdrawal was like, 

DPRK authorities had an expectation from the foreign investors to fund the 

infrastructure development but the standard rule is the host country provide the 

basic infrastructure was reversed their expectation, eventually the progress of 

the development of Rajin Sonbong port came to standstill. 



 For instance, North Korea's economic liberalization started when 

TRADP idea began receiving serious discussion in the early 1990s. Thus, to 

some extent the TRADP, although not successful in persuading these former 

political rivals to work out a common strategy for transborder cooperation yet, 

has exercised significant influence in reforming national economies.53 

 According to the paper done by GTI office, 200 million won state 

funding was invested in the development of infrastructure in the Rajin Sonbong 

zone. Unfortunately, in 1998 Pyongyang took the measures against the market 

economy, such as closing Wonjong market, the name of the "Free economic 

and trade zone" changed to "Economic and trade zone".  

 Albeit, recent action of DPRK shows some positive message of re-

involvement. The reinclusion of DPRK is crucial because it is securing the 

access to the East Sea. its observed that North may possibly adopt 'new 

equidistance policy' in order to stave off overdependence on China, that North 

also likely to seek a new economic strategy to contain China by strengthening 

cooperation with Russia and Korea which cannot afford further delays in its 

northward advancement.54  

3.2.6 United Nations Development Program (UNDP)'s Support 

  Within its whole life period of TRADP/GTI the UNDP was an initiator 

and providing an important role in coordinating and managing of the Program. 

Especially, it provides strong commitment to the facilitating administrative, 

advising support and even handling with political divergent of the member 

states. The operation management were arranged by UNDP, specifically the 

"Borders, Transboundaries and Connections: The Political economy of Transborder 
Cooperation in the Northeast Asia" Hong Kuan Jiang, 1997, NY, Ontario, York University

Choi Myeong Hae, 2012:9 "China's Tumen river initiative and the policy implications" 
    



Tumen Secretariat management, its staffs contracts, funding for operation, the 

using of UNDP logo and events related was given to Tumen Secretariat.  

 Generally speaking, the project activities and its funding were not 

provided by UNDP, exclusive of those like technical support by UNDP 

organizing program, mainly NEA Regional Cooperation Program appreciated 

during the Chanchun Declaration meeting. This Program coordinated with GTI 

through the Tumen Secretariat. 

 However, the UNDP policy change were also complicated issue further 

affected to the Program survival. Nowadays the GTI member states have the 

full ownership of the Program transformed from UNDP. Albeit UNDP 

continues provides the valuable support to the Program activities.  

 Currently GTI is collaborating with notable amount of UN agencies 

including UNIDO (UN Industrial Development Organization), UN WTO 

(World Tourism organization), GEF (Global Environment Facility), UN 

ESCAP. The other international organizations and development banks are 

engaged in the activities of the GTI.  

 The figure shows the general financial and institutional framework of 

the GTI. 

 



Figure 8 TRADP Institutional & Financial Framework 

 
  

3.3 Nature of the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) 

 Mekong river has been in the attention from long time ago. From 1950's 

the international experts conducted many research on the area and Mekong 

river. the institutional arrangements shifted to Mekong River Commission 

(MRC) in 1995. However, from historical and organizational point of view the 

MRC is considered as Mekong Committee's successor, but MRC changed the 

agenda to environmental issue the successor is the GMS rather than MRC. 

 GMS established in 1992 October before the MRC, is the cooperation 

within Mekong sub region countries on economic development under the 

auspices of Asian Development Bank.55 Comprises from six member countries 

55 Asian Development Bank website 



Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), PRC (Yunnan 

Province and Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region), Vietnam, Thailand and 

Myanmar. The Mekong subregion is abundant resources and has a competitive 

advantage in labor intensive industries.  

 

Figure 9 Map of GMS Region 

 
Source: ADB website  

 



 Likewise, GTI, the Mekong Subregion Program facilitates contribution 

the MDG goal in the region, through increased connectivity, improved 

competitiveness, and a greater sense of community (the three Cs)The high 

priority projects are the transport, energy, telecommunications, environment, 

human resource development, tourism, trade, private sector investment and 

agriculture in the region with the support of ADB and other donors. It is been 

successful in intra-regional trade that even land locked, poor infrastructure state 

Laos and Yunnan achieved fast trade development.  

 In 1998 the GMS countries launched economic corridor approach to 

development during the 8th Ministerial Meeting, then organized  a forum on 

"Economic corridor" strengthen efforts in transforming the GMS transport 

corridor into economic corridors. 

  

3.3.1 Organizational Structure  

 GMS is administering both the institutional and policy mechanisms, has 

a simple structure. As the policy coordinating body the Ministerial Conference 

arranges subregional cooperation and giving policy assistance and related 

guidance to the member states.  The specific forums and working groups are 

responsible for the operational work such as to discuss and recommend issues 

affecting the implementation. 

 



Figure 10 GMS Organizational Structure 

 
Source: ADB website 

 

3.3.2 Development phases  

 Phase 1 Confidence-building (1991-1994) Within this period the ADB 

and member countries reached consensus on the cooperation sectors and 

principles of operation.  

 Phase 2 (1994-1996) GMS devoted to defining of the nine priority 

sectors, to appoint related working groups and the two main institutional 

arrangement have been made.  

Phase 3Project Preparation (1996-2000) Few activities like starting of the 

projects implementation related feasibility studies also the funding sources have 

been began collected. Already organized Ministerial Conferences and Sectoral 

forums.  

 Phase 4: referred as Full implementation (since 2000) The already 

established projects are in active process and the Strategic Framework in 



implementation, here also the cooperation ties with other partners have been 

initiated.   

 The new Strategic Framework (SF) 2012-2022 adopted in 2011 in 

Myanmar during 4th GMS Summit. Based on the corridor development 

approach the SF focused on the spatial and thematic issues that includes 

conventional infrastructure, multi-sector investments, regional economic 

development’s spatial aspects, more local stakeholder involvement and more 

effective monitoring and evaluation.56 

3.3.3 Priority Sectors  

 There are ten priority sectors in GMS, which are human resource 

development, agriculture, trade, energy, environment, transport, investment, 

telecommunications, tourism, and multi sector. Every Projects have working 

groups to manage the project implementation with other stakeholders. Since its 

inception in 1992, the GMS projects achieved significant success of 

implementation  in the region. In the end of 2013, the GMS program had been 

$16.6 billion to fund the projects and $330.8 million for technical assistance 

and ADB’s support overall $6.0 billion. 57  The GMS has MDG goals as 

objectives to improve in member states areas through increased connectivity, 

enhanced competitiveness, and a better sense of community, which are known 

as 3Cs. transport infrastructure, particularly transport corridors, power 

interconnection systems, and telecommunications backbone network are for the 

connectivity, competitiveness is being assisted through increased connectivity, 

transport and trade facilitation and the development of logistics systems, 

regional power trade, harnessing of ICT, expansion of cross-border agricultural 

56 ADB website http://www.adb.org/countries/gms/sector-activities 
57 ADB website http://www.adb.org/countries/gms/sector-activities 



trade, and the promotion of the GMS as a single tourism destination.58 A sense 

of community is being fostered as the GMS countries to address common social 

and environmental thoughts, mainly on protection and control of communicable 

diseases, and the subregion’s abundant biodiversity and ecosystems.59 

3.3.4 Current Accomplishments  

 For the implementation of infrastructure projects spent $11 billion. 

Namely, upgraded highways of the Phnom Penh (Cambodia)-Ho Chi Minh city 

and the East-West Economic Corridor that later will be extended from the 

Andaman Sea to Da Nang.60  

3.3.5 Member States and International Partners Participation 

 The six member states of the GMS are the dominant decision making 

authorities to implement the Program with other actors such as Non 

Government Organizations, United Nations agencies, firms and sub national 

units acting within the constraints of a outline set by central governments. The 

land of GMS region covers 2.3 million square kilometers where plenty of 

natural resources and abundant agricultural base-timber and fisheries-minerals, 

and energy that compiles this area's endowments. These endowments ensure 

that Mekong river basin's economic development moreover supporting the rural 

area in appropriate level.  

 Mekong river is an important source with huge significance in the 

Mekong countries region. For example, the agriculture, its fish yields and 

income on many people's life is leveraged on this.   

58 "Overview GMS Economic Cooperation Program" ADB 2012
ADB official website platform http://www.adb.org

60 ADB official website platform http://www.adb.org 



 The smooth steps forward, nevertheless, have been critically hampered 

by political developments in the GMS as well. Political tension as also among 

the members, political stampedes in Myanmar are the difficulties for the 

development of the project.61 the same as, the Cambodian it has been plagued 

by domestic chaos and disorganization.62 Cambodia Thailand dispute is also 

one of the factor to development in GMS platform. 

3.3.6 International Organization 

 Throughout its life time of GMS, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

has been a catalyst organization till present time. After all today ADB plays a 

comprehensive role as financier, Secretariat and coordinator, broker, key actor 

that bring different participants to the Program also supporting to get reach the 

consensus on important matters among member.63  

 

CHAPTER IV 

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL 

PROGRESS OF THE "GTI" AND IN THE CASE OF THE "GMS" 

 Recently paid an attention to the GTI by member countries, as the 

development prospective of the Russian Far East and the Northeast provinces of 

China recognized.64 In connection with this current positive trend of GTI, this 

paper is aimed to contribute to the lessons learned from the past experience to 

study the failures lead to the past slow low development of GTI. In accordance 

61 "Greater Mekong Subregion: From Geographical to Socio-economic Integration" Omkar Lal 
Shrestha, Aekapol Chongvilaivan 
62 "Greater Mekong Subregion: From Geographical to Socio-economic Integration" Omkar Lal 
Shrestha, Aekapol Chongvilaivan 
63 GTI Strategic paper 2011 
64 "A Proposal to Facilitate Trade in the Greater Tumen Region" Bo-Young Choi, Joo Yeon, 
Sun, Ho-Kyung Bang, Seung-Kwon Na, Boram Lee, Yoojeong Choi, 2014 



with the progress stagnation these problems policy documents, working papers, 

research paper on the projects this chapter is explores the key issues and 

challenges facing GTI in the past period.  

 Since its setting up the TRADP in post cold war period, the member 

states and UNDP began the development of the TRADP/GTI Program with full 

of ambitious hopes and perspective, considering into the region's economic 

potential and environmental rich capacity.  

 Although as many have been observed that the Program developmental 

process is slow and does not shown expected progress and successful 

achievements accordingly.  

 As the introduction to the TRADP/GTI's developmental review is 

already has been made this chapter is devoted to explore the main challenges 

faced GTI that undermine the achievement based on the related facts and cases 

to elaborate the respected arguments on the existing issues. 

 The challenges categorized in five part by their feature, particularly, 

functional, institutional, inherent, operational and territorial that consists of two 

matters to discuss. In this context the MRC's experience will be also noted as 

comparison on each detected issues.      

4.1 Differences and Similarities between the GTI and GMS program  
 This part is the elaboration of the differences and similarities of the two 

regional cooperation also the GTI failure issues comparison with the GMS 

which are discussed in above chapters, the two cooperation programs have 

began in with same objective and in same period.  In order to further 

understand the potential development of the GTI, firstly the comparison with 

the GMS, as an example, will help further analysis of the developmental 

challenges that stumbled GTI. 

 



Table 3 Nature of the Two Regional Cooperation 

Nature GTI Tumen GMS Mekong Similarity/Difference 

Establishment 1991-to present 1991 - to present Similar 

Members 4 states, 7 provincial 
areas: 
China- Heilong Jiang, 
Inner Mongolia, Jilin, 
Liaoning province; 
Mongolian- Eastern 
Mongolia; South 
Korea- Eastern ports; 
Russia- Primorsky; 
DPRK 1991- 2000  
Politically divergence: 
democratic, single 
party, former socialist 

6 nation states, Yunnan 
province: 
Cambodia, PRC 
Yunnan Province and 
Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region, 
Lao DPR, Myanmar, 
Thailand, Viet Nam 
Politically divergence: 
Monarchy, Single-Party 
Socialist Republic, 
Military Dictatorship,  
Single Party Republic  

1. GMS has larger 
amount of members 
(nation state, instead 
of Yunnan province) 
2. GMS has more 
institutional interstate 
relations and 
agreements, which is 
not the case in GTI 

Support of 
int.org 

UNDP was facilitator 
in the beginning, didn't 
overcome the barriers 
among members. Role 
transmitted, Tumen 
Secretariat in 2006, it 
turned to more locally 
targeted and informal 
approach fostering 
economic dev-t and 
investment.  

ADB: financier, 
provider of technical 
and advisory support 
actions; the Secretariat 
and manager broker, 
key actor helping 
members to reach 
consensus  

1.Similar that the 
influence from the 
outside support 
2. But the role of the 
influence is different  

Land And 
Borders 

37.200 km sq, 3 
million 
Members are not all 
sharing common 
border 

2.3 million square 
kilometers, 223 million 
people 
The members are 
mostly  shared common 
borders  

1. GMS has a huge 
size of the territory 
and population 
2. GTI has periphery 
areas of states, while 
GMS has covering 
whole country 

Socio 
Cultural 
Background 

Diverse culture and 
ethnicity besides the 
ethnic Korean 
province in China  

Shared cultural and 
ethnic and  even 
intermarriages along 
with the border 
specially in Yunnan 
province 

1. GMS has common 
historical sentiments 
among members due 
to colonial period. 
2. GTI had been 
separated powers in 
the past, although 
shared same socialist 
block. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Endowments Natural resource, low 
cost labor, capital, 
know how, tourism 

Agricultural, natural, 
energy in the form of 
hydropower and coal 
and petroleum, tourism 

1. GTI has more 
advanced economies 
than in the GMS 

Priority 
Sectors  

5 sector: Transport, 
trade, tourism, 
environment, energy  
+ MDG goals  

10 sectors: agriculture, 
energy, environment, 
human resource 
development, 
investment, 
telecommunications, 
tourism, trade, transport 
and drug trafficking 
+ MDG goals  

1. GMS has a the 
human resource 
development project, 
specially, capacity 
building of the GMS 
officials. Two projects 
controlling 
communicable 
diseases and 
sustainable tourism 
initiated in 2002. 

Structure Main decision body: 
Consultative 
Commission in 
Ministerial level 

Main decision body: 
Ministerial Conference 
and Summit where 
Prime Ministers of the 
Member states attend.  

Similar  
But GMS has higher 
rank of the 
representation than in 
GTI 

Investment By the end of the 1997 
the agreed FDI was 
$499million, far from 
the targeted $30billion 
In 1999 attracted 
$1billion,  

$16.6 billion: $330.8 
million for TA 
ADB’s support: 
investment- $6.0 billion 
TA -$115.1 million (by 
2013est) 
 

GTI has still unclear 
funding for the 
projects, while the 
GMS has plan of the 
resource mobilization 
for future funding 
source according to 
the Strategic 
Framework. 



4.1 FUNCTIONAL ISSUES 

 Whatever the organization is it is crucial to maintain four functions in 

order to be triumphant. That functions could be: performance of the objective, 

environment management, to unite people on work, to achieve similar attitude 

towards any obstacles.65 Mission illustrates what the organization will do in the 

face of ambiguity and surprises66. Thus according the research analysis the 

leadership, strategy implementation and positive changes based on good 

vision.67 

 According to the above definitions and criteria of vision, the review on 

the GTI vision observed as not clear declaration of the vision. The GTI's vision 

is: "To build a great partnership for common prosperity between neighbors. 

Committed to strengthening cooperation under the GTI framework to increase 

mutual benefit, accelerate economic growth and promote sustainable 

development in Northeast Asia and in particular the Greater Tumen Region".68 

 Yet the vision should clearly mention the exact level where they 

desiring to achieve. the vision used the words are expressing general and broad 

meanings. So that the further explanation of the detailed information will be 

required.  

 The detailed evaluation of the Strategic Action Plan (SAP) of GTI will 

be discussed in the next chapter. In below table the functional issues are 

determined in four categories, representation, strategic action plan, awareness, 

position of the actors with the comparison of GMS. 

 

65 Ralph Lewis, Jon Lawton 'strategic change' Volume 1, Issue 3, pages 147–152, May/June 
1992 
66  "Demystifying the Development of an Organizational Vision Lipton, Mark Sloan 
Management Review" 1996 pg. 83 
67 Kenneth Leithwood et al., 1996 
68 GTI website http://www.tumenprogram.org/?list-1525.html



Table 4 The Functional Issues of the Development in GTI Comparing to GMS 

Factors Affect 
Development 

GTI GMS 

Function
al 

Issues 

Representatio
n 

Vice Minister level  Prime Ministers are 
representing member states  

Strategic 
action plan 

Lack of assessment,  
Lack of indicators and  
Lack of defined 
responsibilities for the actors 

Well defined timeline, 
budget, target, 
responsibilities 
Strategic framework revised 
in 2002 important turning 
point  

Awareness 
and 

promotion 

Survey result shows low 
degree of awareness  
Further needed more 
cooperation with other 
institutions, which can share 
experience. 

The GMS keeps close 
relation with other regional 
cooperation, specially 
ASEAN+3 countries, as 
some members also in the 
integration. 

Clear position 
of the actors 

UNDP role is still not clear: 
involved in the UNDP related 
events, and in some 
administration works of 
Secretariat. 
Yet the Secretariat has 
confused roles in the past.  
DPRK's exclusion affected 
progress.  

The role of the actors are 
identified in the strategic 
framework by sectors, in 
regard with the decision 
making bodies, the GMS 
actors more sustainable than 
GTI. 

Source: by author  

4.1.2  Lack of Awareness  

 The activity of GTI is usually unheard and somehow the awareness of 

the international community is fell very short that may results in the condition 

of nor outside and inside partners lose their hope and belief to further fruitful 

cooperation. 

 There is a survey conducted by GTI experts in 2011, among the people 

from member countries and related international organization where 47% of the 



total respondents were from Government, 30% Academic, 20% International 

Organizations, and 3% business.69  

 Where asked a question on "How successful has GTI been in 

implementing each of the following functions during 2005 to present?" The 

lowest performance shows promotion and awareness.  

Figure 11 Survey Result on the Performance of the GTI 

 
Source: Strategic review Final report GTI, 2011 

 

 In some extent, it seems the GTI Program is not paying an attention or 

putting less effort on promotion and awareness. Introducing about the economic 

potential, huge land, labor intensive areas and other endowments owing the 

region through promotion to the internal partners and involved organizations 

could maximize the Program capability and further helpful to attract funding 

source or investment, support to the GTI activities.  

 One of the source to increase the awareness is through official website 

platform where people can follow the updates and events in GTI. There comes 



up another reason for not enough integrated collaboration is building of 

transparent cooperation activity. Transparency allows the participants aware of 

the project activities in a whole, that they could see how important is the each 

actors role and contribution for implement their objective or some said that a 

well-designed project management system will allow for transparency from its 

inception.  

 In order to attract more investors to GTI activities the Tumen Secretariat 

prepared an Investment Guide provided with every member countries data and 

information in it, which received a much appreciation from member countries. 

Later the investment guide focused on Hunchun and Busan cities were also the 

published and distributed. Most importantly, besides the information on 

implementing projects in the cities the other information on tax regulation, 

incentives, and demographics, and other endowments of the region were also 

included in this guides. It was a valuable handbooks for the future investors that 

further need to continue to publish.  

  In this sense, GTI has an example to make better management of the all 

information available in GTI that would be another helpful tool to collaborate 

closely with the states and other external entities.  

 Smaller regional groupings are often seen to complement ASEAN 

objectives and in this respect, ‘the GMS program is assisting its members to 

integrate more closely with the ASEAN region and, through this, with the rest 

of the world. 70 

70 "Can Subregionalism or Regionalism Aid Multilateralism? The Case of the Greater Mekong 
Subregion and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations Free Trade Area’, Menon, Jayant 
(2005) ‘Journal of GMS Development Studies, Vol. 2(1), pp 21-37. 



4.2.2 Representation Rank 
 In relation with the representation of the member states in GTI 

especially their ranking can give a message of unimportance of the Program. 

The representation in GTI is Vice Minister while it is Ministers in other similar 

Programs such as Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS). 

 As the GTI issues and activities are more likely has an inter ministerial 

dimension, so that this trend might interpret as the lack of commitment to GTI. 

Moreover, the Ministries of the member states are all different sectors that may 

suggest member states have different interest in GTI. In Mekong river basin 

Programs the representing Ministers are from same in charge of issues 

Ministries to represent their government.  

 Below table shows the responsible authorities in both programme and 

should note that the GTI Ministries does not provide the appointed person's 

name that also may allows to undermine the responsibility of the official that in 

charge.  

Table 5 Representation of GTI and GMS 

 
GTI 

China 
Ministry Of 
Commerce  
 

Mongolia 
Ministry Of 
Finance 
 

Korea 
Ministry Of 
Strategy And 
Finance 

Russia 
Ministry Of 
Economic 
Development 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GMS 

Cambodia 
H.E. Mr. Sun 
Chanthol 
Senior Minister, 
Ministry Of 
Commerce 
 

China 
H.E. Mr. Liu 
Kun 
Vice-Minister, 
Ministry Of 
Finance 

Lao PDR 
H.E. Mr. Noulinh 
Sinbandhit 
Minister, Ministry 
Of Natural 
Resources And 
Environment 

Myanmar 
Dr. Kan Zaw 
Union Minister, 
Ministry Of 
National Planning 
And Economic 
Development 

Thailand 
H.E. Mr. Arkhom 
Termpittayapaisith 
Minister, 
Ministry Of 
Transport 

Vietnam 
H.E. Mr. Bui 
Quang Vinh 
Minister, 
Ministry Of 
Planning And 
Investment 

  



Source: GTI's Official Website 

  

 Moreover, also need to note that in member countries of GTI, besides 

the Ministries of Foreign affairs the responsible Ministries are not much 

involved in an international activities even in multi-governance mechanism that 

makes the lack of coordination in national level.  

 Nowadays the position and function of the UNDP is not concrete yet, 

since its transition from full owner to a supporting body the GTI became 

formally under the member states from 2005. However, imprecise function or 

role of the GTI Secretariat and UNDP position now creates confusion among 

them.  

4.3 INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

 These are the issues related to the involvement of potential actors to the 

GTI examined in three level, specifically local, central and external actors. Also 

their value of involvement to the Tumen region development activities and on 

regional cooperation. The detection of the institutional issues of the GTI 

elaborated in the table with the comparison of GMS. 

Table 6 Institutional Issues of the GTI comparing to GMS 

Factors Affect the 
Development 

GTI GMS 

 
Institutional 
issues 

Building of 
institution 

GTI partially present the formal 
institution, but less effective 

Despite the small scale 
cross border links, 
GMS worked well to 
form the institutional 
framework as formal,  

Less 
Participation 
of the Local 
Government 
 

As the border areas of the 
former states, the Tumen region 
mostly strategic areas, were 
under control of the central 
government, additionally the 
residents not likely considered 
TRADP significant to the area.  

Governments are 
committed to share 
common value in terms 
of the economy,  
adopted strategic 
framework to enhance 
connectivity, improve 



competitiveness, build a 
strong sense of 
community.(3Cs) 

Lack of 
Financial 
Resources 

Technical assistance and 
administrative support was 
provided by UNDP  before 
2006, financial sources for the 
projects are still not enough 
clear 

ADB has multifaceted 
main functions as 
financer, secretariat, 
broker...etc 

National 
Interest 
contradiction 
 

China pushed the development 
of Hunchun to use its critical 
location on the river area to  
achieve entrance to the Japan 
sea,  
North Korea improving the 
Rajin Sonbong and Chongjin 
ports to into major modern 
transshipment facilities, 
Russia's plan was to develop a 
Greater Vladivostok Economic 
Region to help enliven the 
coastal economy of Southern 
Siberia.71 

The member states has 
committed to develop 
one goal to enhance 
economic and 
sustainable 
development. 
The conferences held in 
terms of integrating the 
common value.  

Source: by author  

4.3.1  Less Participation of the Local Government  

 However, the local administration of members mostly interested in the 

development of economic sphere in the region, but  GTI member states local 

government's engagement to the activities fell very short. Yet there was a lack 

of mechanism in which local governments can reflect their idea and to 

participate in the GTI activities the engagement of the local government seen 

not much in the developmental process. 

 Since 1994, provincial governments of members have continued annual 

NEA governor's meeting. The Association of Northeast Asia Regional 

Governments who consists of the members as in TRADP has conducted 

versatile cooperation projects at the local level not informing or having support 

71 "As Borders Bend: Transnational Spaces on the Pacific Rim" By Xiangming Chen, 2005 



from the TRADP. The purpose was to reach joint development of the NEA 

region and boosting mutual understanding by the establishment of system for 

exchanges and cooperation among member states.72 

 In connection with the above issues during the GTI 10th Consultative 

Commission (CC) meeting the member states and UNDP decided to organize 

the Local development forums to let with local representatives of GTI  in 

conjunction with annual CC meeting. It also agreed that Local cooperation 

mechanism (LCM) be created, the local representatives could correspond to 

their region and share their valuable opinions about the related developmental 

issues with GTI people on the meetings.    

4.3.2 Lack of Financial Resources    

 Once GTI is focusing on the infrastructure and transport route which 

usually requires huge investment to build and development. It is not easy to 

achieve the result, especially when the region has a variety of development 

level that far from the sufficient to be connect the transportation. There was a 

case in GTI, when China had finished the part of building transport road in own 

region but the Russian side faced lack of financial source to complete. It means 

the regional development lag behind due to the lack funding from investors 

from business sector. 

 In the beginning of the TRADP investors largely participated in related 

meeting and forums. However, the DPRK's withdrawal from the project 

affected in some point to their will and interest to invest in the region. Secondly, 

the limited promotion of the sectors development program to reflect business 

interest decrease, especially after the transition to the GTI period.  

72 GTI strategic paper, 2011 NEAR website: http://www.neargov.org/  



 For example, despite its attempt to operate the free trade economic zone 

in Nasun city (DPRK) the lack of investment difficulties did not lead to 

prosperity of the zone.  Also, its development of the nuclear weapon, unstable 

economy diminished more the investment capacity. It affected the economic 

cooperation between China and Russia in GTI.73  

 Generally the partnerships between the public and private sectors sought 

to be a key factor forward encouraging the development in the region to 

cooperate on these huge infrastructure building projects. Although GTI is 

taking an action particularly, established Business Advisory Council (BAC) in 

2007. It focuses on the Great Tumen Region and aims to promote economic 

activities, offer improvement proposals on business environment, advertise 

business opportunities to investors and develop new partnerships and 

innovative financing mechanism for investment.74  

 The Northeast Asian countries have not yet harmonized their investment 

regulations, resulting in a limited number of large-scale trans-border investment 

projects.75 

 However, no prominent results have been achieved after four years and 

the GTI Tumen Secretariat still serves as the Secretariat to the BAC to support 

technical and human resources, at times also becoming involved in funding.76  

73 Oliver Michael Helsengerth 2006 
74 GTI website http://www.tumenprogramme.org/?list-1609.html 
75  Dr. Nataliya YACHEISTOVA   Director of GTI/UNDP Secretariat, February 26, 2010, 
"Greater Tumen Initiative” and Cooperation in Northeast Asia 
76 GTI Strategic paper 2011 



 In case of the GMS, Despite of the small scale of border trade, there are 

some favorable macro incentives has been shaped the economic cooperation in 

the GMS. The net FDI flows from the 6 GMS countries, to Cambodia, Lao 

PDR, Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam rose sharply from $130million in 2000 

to about $210 million in 2002.77  

 Although, the concerned line Ministries, and planning agencies in GMS 

countries shouldered the responsibility and ownership of the initiative, as stated 

by Naritada Morita, former director general of the Southeast Asia Department 

of ADB. UNDP's role has declined through the establishment of the Tumen 

Secretariat in Beijing in 2006. The funding of the ADB for GMS can be seen 

from below table. 

 

Table 7 ADB assisted Funding Projects, by Sector (1992-2010) 

77 Asian Development Bank publication 2004



4.3.3  National Interest Fluctuation   

 While the participating countries are undoubtedly was aware of the 

economic potential of the Tumem river area, however, in some degree the lack 

of necessary regionalist sentiments and political commitment that did not allow 

to succeed GTI in many cases. Following case is the earliest and notable 

example showing local government's attitude without any aspiration towards 

the programme. Once the UNDP's US$30 billion master plan for an 

'international city' and mutually reinforcing micro and sub-regional 

development triangles centered on the Tumen River has been unsuccessful.78 

Yet, the plan was too grandiose and could never have attracted sufficient 

finance. But the failure of the plan was also due to the legal and political 

problems involved in each of the states relinquishing sovereignty. 

 TRADP has garnered the eminent interest from countries in the region 

to bring the economic prosperity and sound development to the region in the 

beginning. As mentioned above, along these years the region has faced 

difficulties related with economic crisis, divergent political system difference 

among the countries that makes more difficult to bring up different interest to 

be integrated. 

 As a key member of the programme  from its inception, China was 

taking a leading role in the development of the Tumen river area. However, in 

June 1995 President Jiang Ze min expressed his willing to tackle the 

development issues in Hunchun and develop friendly relations with NEA 

countries, Chinese Central government established Hunchun border with the 

economic cooperation section to overcome the obstacles in North Eastern 

part.79 More importantly, the Chinese government was forced to seek a more 

78 GTI website  
79 Eurasian review Vol.5, 2012 



balanced regional development within China, and, as a result, created the SEZ 

in the Tumen River in Jilin Province, to pacify local resentment against the 

centre.80 

 But Beijing has concerned more on the Dalian port since its potential 

connection with the three northeastern provinces and concerned the transit via 

Tumen river just as an supplementary role. Also, China has its main concern on 

the transport route to Northeast through accessing to trade route to through 

Russia into Western Europe. There is a 15km corridor that separates the 

Chinese border from the ocean and recovering the Chinese right for navigation 

through the GTI Agreement was a priority.81  

 Also, during the period the sections of the Northeast Asian central and 

local government policy-making and business community, spurred on by the 

progress of larger region-building projects such as the EU and APEC and hopes 

for greater local autonomy brought about by decentralization, have begun to 

conceptualize new economic sub-regions in the Yellow Sea and Sea of Japan82 

 In case of North Korea, in accordance with the material published by 

DPRK, the objectives of developing the special zone were creating transit 

transportation center for international trade cargo, export processing base for 

later becoming industry center for light and high technology production and 

base for tourism area. Unfortunately, as a result of the conflict occurred because 

of the DPRK's declaration of withdraw from the Nuclear Nonproliferation 

treaty in 1993, the progress related to the development of Rajin Sonbong port 

came to stopover.  

80 Jaeho Hwang thesis on "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security 
and Foreign Policy: The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)
81 Chung Mo Koo, Hyun Hoon Lee, Donna Koo, 2011 
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 The year of 1992 was Russian Federation establishment and its 

significant consideration about the TRADP has led to strategic cooperation.  

 Russian interest was on to make the far eastern part prosper, because 

this part has an abundant mineral resources and energy generation potential. As 

comparative advantage, North Korean and China's workforce was also taken 

into account. For this purpose Russia pursued to use the unfrozen ports as well 

and to get access more easily to the East Sea. In 1992 Russia concluded an 

agreement to develop the port Zarubino, but the proposed work have not been 

implemented and the port is handling very small amount of Chinese transit 

cargo. But recently, Russia has concluded an outline for regional cooperation 

with China for specific part Northeast China and Eastern Siberia (2009-2018), 

including almost 205 projects be implemented in that provinces. This indicates 

Russian interest to GTI increased than before but still lag behind comparing to 

other states in GTI development. 

 As mentioned before in development Phase II in the 2000 years, the 

UNDP new policy direction was defined as the contradiction to the member 

states interest and criticized that reflects hinder to the activity acceleration. Also, 

in the beginning of Phase II, the TRADP has started to cover the whole NEA 

area in their activities. It may further come up with the reason of the  

Programme to be blurred, the more target area is expanded the more deficient 

would be the distribution of benefit. 

 In last, the Greater decentralization in China has helped put Hunchun 

ahead in growth and functional influence in the GTI, while the lack of 

decentralization in Russia and North Korea has impaired the development of 



cities such as Nakhodka and Rajin Sonbong and their contributions to the GTI, 

albeit to different degrees.83  

4.4 INHERENT ISSUES 

 In this part the stagnation of developmental issues examined from the 

perspective of the member countries particular natures, such as political, 

ideological, common value sharing and lastly their border infrastructure 

development level of the member states of the GTI presented in the below table.  

Table 8 Inherent Issues of the GTI comparing to the GMS 

Factors affected 
Development 

GTI GMS 

Inherent  
Issues 

Socio 
Cultural 
Nature 

Very diverse socio cultural 
nature of the members, except 
ethnic Korean in Chinese 
border areas.  
To fostering economic 
exchanges across political 
boundaries, ethnic Korean ties 
have served to bridge the to 
growing income and living 
standards across the China 
North Korea Border.84 

The Chinese in Yunnan and 
overseas Chinese in mainland 
Southeast Asia, especially the 
ethnic Chinese in Thailand, 
Myanmar, Lao PDR, and 
Cambodia, have had historical 
and contemporary ethnic ties 
across borders in today's GMS 
and beyond.85  

Border 
Regions 
Infrastru
cture  

Regions are remote, peripheral 
of the respected countries 
economic and political centers  
Still under poor road link,  
railway, poor seaport equipped. 

In order to link countries, GMS 
initially put more emphasize on 
building bridge and paving roads 
to connect them and became one 
of the priority sector and 
expanded to economic corridors. 

Common 
Value 
Sharing 

The national interests are 
contradicting among the 
members to develop GTI 
region. 
Suspicion existed among the 
members 

GMS had been overcome the past 
political tense among the states 
and achieved common value 
sharing.  
For instance, the hydropower 
project in Lao PDR found the 
energy market in Thailand, and 
reached consensus to cooperate. 

Source: by author 
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4.4.1 Diverse Characteristics of the Member Countries 

 In terms of political relations, Northeast Asia micro-region continues in 

the post-Cold War period to be characterized by a fractured mosaic of states, 

which includes the divided nations of the DPRK and ROK, Russia, Japan and 

the Northern Territories, and further afield the PRC and Republic of China 

(ROC) Compounding national and territorial divisions is the divergence of the 

political economy of each state in Northeast Asia.86  

 The member states had been in different political system and still now 

some of them remained in the same regime. Despite their geographical close 

location they have a very little of common ideological, and cultural 

characteristics that still makes some isolation, DPRK's socialism, anti 

colonialism, Confucianism, and self-reliance or juche ideology; PRC's one 

party communist system, but with the open market economy system, 

Mongolia's transitional period from socialism to democracy, from Soviet 

Union's collapse to market economic development. Therefore, in some extent 

their domestic political system still remained dynamic.  

 Additionally, the region is mostly locates far from the central area that 

the GTI region are less developed in terms of infrastructure development, lack 

of adopted advanced technology, and skilled labor. By contrast, the PRC over 

the last decade has witnessed rapid economic growth at around 10 per cent per 

annum, although this has been characterized by increasing disparities between 

the booming coastal areas and economic stagnation in many interior areas.87  

 However, the Mekong river basin countries political system and 

economic sizes are different, the regional integration of development has been 

86 Tumen River Area Development Programme: Frustrated Micro-Regionalism as a Microcosm 
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successful. Member countries are sharing the similar Asian sentiments in some 

extent and the neighboring location to each other that may enable them to reach 

mutual consensus more easier than GTI members. In case of MRC, since its 

establishment the member states passed forty meeting and the last one is 41st 

meeting of the MRC Joint Committee held in this year. In contrast, even started 

earlier, GTI's core decision-making institution, the Consultative Commission 

passed overall fourteen meetings till today.  

 As examined in previous chapters, the GMS's, who has the same 

member countries as in the MRC, the regional development performance is 

quite well today, had also experienced full implementation of intended 

activities and planned objectives within the time span of its every 

developmental Phases, that consensus among member states are more reachable 

than in GTI does.  

 However, the GMS has more large number of states who are still 

dynamic political systems among them, the institutional inter state relations and 

agreements are more formal. They share the common problems, which is 

economic complementarities, technology and weak basic infrastructure.  

4.4.2 Miscommunication or Mistrust 

 According to the World Bank study on regional cooperation, it 

concludes that 'a major problem in reaching a cooperative solution is likely to 

be the lack of trust between the states. The Tumen river region has been 

historically conflict sentimentalist area with tension and ideological differences, 

still exist among the member states. This precludes the cooperation impetus  

and often may led to the waning of their interest to GTI even reflecting mistrust 

to each other. There are some earlier cases that give message on mistrust issues 

among member states. 



 As in the earlier issues discussed, member states including North Korea 

was enthusiastic about the Tumen river development to break down the 

struggling regional trade, to launch tourism and industry, and the North Korean 

inclusion to GTI was crucial. Because as mentioned before the sea route to the 

East Sea and Pacific is an efficient route through the Tumen river that needs 

permission from North Korea.  But, the withdrawal of DPRK was disappointed 

many investors nor member states. Besides the UN's decision on DPRK's 

nuclear issue, the part of the reason behind the withdrawal was linked to the too 

much expectations were created by DPRK from the initial stage of TRADP to 

bring the foreign investment to the region. 

 Originally, Russian establishment of the economic development zone 

started in 1986, during leader of Soviet Union Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to 

Nakhodka became the first FEZ. But in 1993 the Federal government deemed 

that the entry of foreign investors into FEZ could threat the  domestic industry. 

Russian Duma's decision on 1993 to rescind Nakhodka free economic zone's 

tax privileges, and its continued delay in ratifying Russian-ROK agreement in 

May 1999 to create a Russo-Korean Industrial Complex in the Nakhodka 

FEZ.88 

 However, in 1993, the railway construction from Hunchun to Kraskino 

talks between China and Russia started and established Gold Ring Joint Stock 

Holding company to construct an unfrozen port that can give access to the sea.89  

 In spite of these conditions, its observed that Russia suspected China 

may have strategic purpose behind the 'Northeast revitalization strategy in 

2002-2003', the memory of the territorial disputes over the Maritime Province 

acted as limiting factor, and it is possible that Russia may had a fear that 

88 Tumen River Area Programme 2000c 
89 Euroasian review Vol.5 2012 



existing logistics networks such as Trans Siberian Railway would become 

obsolete. Consequently, zone development remained stagnant, industries overall 

degenerated, the population has been declining rapidly.    

 Thus, the effective collaboration will help to ease up the relation and 

reducing the emotional gap with the effort of the states in a way of enhancing 

communication, exchanging cultural and educational events that further lead to 

lower the mistrust for building more trustworthy cooperation among themselves. 

 In overall, excepting Hunchun of the Chinese local government in the 

border areas the remained three countries had still the evolving the transitional 

socialist path. As in the socialist countries the border areas tend to be the 

strategic in term of areas of military and economically marginal.  in this respect 

they get minimal economic developmental assistance and was under direct 

control. 

 After Asian crisis, the GMS renewed to be more efficient and focused 

on limited resource on the developing economic corridor rather than broader 

spatial scale issues. Unlike GTI in 1994 abandoned TREZ concept then 

TREDA, the more expansive plan. 

 Even members suspected that the UNDP is following by the Chinese 

concept such as leasing territory as well that let them lose trust to UNDP. 

Indeed, the UNDP’s TRADP feasibility study was based on the Chinese 

concept and it favoured the important concepts ofthe TREZ, TREDA, 

NEARDA, with the idea of leased lands and so on.90 

 North Korea did not attend the inter-governmental meetings during 

1998 and 1999, and in March 2000 threatened to pull out completely if 

technical help for its own projects was not forthcoming. Russia too was not 

90 ‘Northeast Asian Economic Cooperation and TRADP’, Marion, Andrew, McGee, Terry & 
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satisfied. It felt that the TRADP would not offer sufficient benefits to its Far 

Eastern region, which had a lot more capacity to offer, even China, in the latter 

part of 1999, agreed that stagnation had set in, and discussed calling a half to 

the whole project if there were no changes in the direction that the Secretariat 

was moving in.91  

4.4.3. Poor Transport and Transport Linkage    

 As it appears true that, throughout the GTI life, the significant 

development is not easy to take place in Tumen region. Because the internal 

condition of states not similar or close to each other as their location proximity. 

The export and import, trade interconnection between states without 

transportation linkages is not simple to maintain. According to the transport 

project report, the transport infrastructure is underdeveloped in the GTI region 

and logistics remained immature between each of them. And even since its 

inception the transport issue has been discussed with neighboring states on 

several meetings and many attempts of the member states did not reach 

necessary outcome.  

 On the other hand, as building of the transportation infrastructure 

always tends to be the first step to any development to any countries, thus 

Tumen transport corridor is huge opportunity for each participating countries to 

promote country development that includes China and Mongolia's access to the 

sea port, trade route, that would will allow Japan and ROK get to more capable 

transport corridor NEA and also Europe. 

91 Davies, Ian (UNDP investment advisor) (2000), Regional Cooperation in Northeast Asia - 
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 Along with the miscommunication and nonintegrated collaboration 

challenges GTI is struggling with the shortage of sufficient budget for building 

transportation corridors between member countries. 

 For instance, Chinese side was completed the highway to Quanhe in 

2000, but the North Korean side still using the sand road.  

 In this sense the Chinese Yunnan province has a crucial role to 

transport route between GMS countries. While the China Myanmar Chine 

Vietnam border trade has remained fairly active, the cross border trade in 

other parts of the GMS has been sluggish due to the economic, political and 

other barriers.92 

 The worst road conditions are found in Myanmar and Lao PDR, where 

trucks sometimes take 20 hours to travel less than 200km on alternatively 

heat-baked and monsoon lashed dirt roads.93   

4.5 OPERATIONAL ISSUES   

 With the help of enhanced bilateral and multilateral cooperation, the 

GMS achieved to receive support from donor countries and numerous of 

developmental organizations to achieve the developmental goals in priority 

sectors.   
Factors Affect the 

Development 
GTI GMS 

Operati
onal  

Issues 

Slow 
Negotiation 

Process 

It has spent long time for 
negotiation, the every phases 
had some objectives which are 
did not achieved consensus, 
paricularly, have been delayed 
to the next phase.  

By the number of decision 
making meetings held in 
GMS is counted many than 
in GTI 

92 "As Borders Bend: Transnational Spaces on the Pacific Rim" Xiangming Chen 2005 
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Struggled 
Funding 

& Coop. With 
International 
Organization 

It is been UNDP for taken role 
of the financer for the 
administration budget, 
however, the other 
organizations encouraged 
later, still the funding s not 
clear to finance the projects. 

More systematical funding 
mechanism, thanks to the 
ADB's efficient role in 
attracting and organizing the 
works related to the 
investment and funding.  

 

4.5.1 Slow Negotiation Process   

 According to Rozman, despite the UNDP's and involved states 

ambitious hopes for TRADP, the project's progress has been undermined 

primarily by defective or 'flawed' regionalism.94  

 The implementation of the TRADP has been spend a decade for the 

discussion and negotiation. Like since its initiation of the regional integration 

were on 1991, but the enactment stage just started from 1996. The project Phase 

I were spend on the negotiation of the institutionalized cooperation and to lease 

the land on proposed corporation but negotiation failed and most of the time it 

was hard to achieve the objectives get outcome without leadership and lack of 

resource to finance the operations of Tumen Secretariat. 

 The planned objectives within the intended period was always finished 

without implementation, thus delayed to the next phases period. This 

phenomenon continued and the lack of negotiation between states were one of 

the major reason.  

  For example, the during the 3rd PMC meeting in May 1993 the riparian 

states agreed to lease land to be administered by a jointly owned Tumen River 

Development Corporation, but the 4th PMC in July 1994 this plan along with 

the UNDP master plan had been abandoned due to legal difficulties involved 

94 Rozman, Gilbert (2000), Restarting Regionalism in Northeast Asia, North Pacific Policy 
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with leasing sovereign territory and the problems in raising the necessary 

finance.95  

 As previous cases, the legal transition issue was also in stagnant 

procedure. In order to give legal expertise for assisting on legal initial 

documents for temporary period, however by the reason of some member states 

reservation the legal transition issues was delayed as of 2011.  

 The endorsement of the 10 years GMS Strategic Framework by the 

leaders in their first Summit in 2002 was an important turning point to the 

Program, which saw the member countries cementing their commitment to their 

joint vision of an integrated, prosperous, and harmonious subregion though 

efforts to enhance connectivity, improve competitiveness, build a strong sense 

of community (the 3Cs).96 

4.5.2 Struggled Funding Source and Less Potential Partners  

 Funding mechanism is an important factor to finance efficiently the 

needs of the project development thus, in order to encourage enough funds for 

operation the Secretariat need to work on to attract international organizations 

and investors to GTI activities.   

 During the TRADP period, there are several investment forums, 

environmental evaluations and training workshops held in the region to 

stimulate the investment to Tumen region. Unfortunately, despite these 

initiation, the development progress of infrastructure building was very slow 

eventually due to the hit of Asian financial crisis the relations among member 

states deteriorated.  

95  "Tumen River Area Development Programme: Frustrated Micro-Regionalism as a 
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 According to UNDP paper (Strategic Review, 2011), GTI created a 

common fund to channel the funds, yet due to the limited funding source it has 

been difficult to carry out even the daily operational costs for Secretariat, let 

alone to support project activities. Then the issues of ownership and financing 

has remained central questions of the Program.  

 But during the 6th GTI CC Meeting in 2005 the member states decided 

to be responsible for the financial matters related to the financing of Secretariat  

and its further operational budget. While the financial problems lasted long 

period in the case of GTI development, furthermore it makes development path 

passively.  

 Comparing to other regional Programs GMS or MRC, the collaboration 

with other international partners in GTI on development projects was very few. 

As in GMS's case the successfully launched the developmental projects 

implemented all by the strong support from international organization 

involvement. Therefore, the more commitment from the international 

organization the more support on technical or financial to promote TRADP/GTI.  

 Tumen Secretariat worked on to hold a discussion with Asian 

Development Bank (ADB), Association of Development Financing Institutions 

in Asia and the Pacific (ADFIAP) and German Technical Cooperation (GTZ). 

Also, 13th Meeting in October 2012 GTI Consultative Commission in 

Vladivostok approved to build an NEA EXIM Banks Association to serve as a 

regional developing financing mechanism for economic cooperation, concluded 

MOU which is designed to enhance financial cooperation of Northeast Asian 

EXIM/ development banks with other financial institutions as well as to fund 

priority projects supported by GTI member countries.  



 According to the GTI Director's presentation as of 2014 the international 

partners in GTI limited only to UN agencies (UNDP, UNIDO, UNWTO, GEF, 

UN/ESCAP) and some development agencies, namely, ADB, GIZ and WTO.  

 Even though the two organizations attempted to develop the similar goal 

in these region, the ADB has developed more effective comprehensive 

approach dealing with the issues in GMS.  

 The GMS priority sectors projects are undertaking by the support of the 

developmental partners, such as Bilateral donors include the governments of 

Australia, the PRC, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Japan, the Republic 

of Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States and among the multilateral partners are 

ADB; the European Commission; the European Investment Bank; the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; the International Fund for 

Agricultural Development; the International Labour Organization; the 

International Organization for Migration; the Nordic Development Fund; the 

OPEC Fund for International Development; the United Nations Development 

Programme; the United Nations Environment Programme; the United Nations 

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP); the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization; the World 

Bank; and the World Health Organization.97 

 Under the GMS Program, the national chambers of commerce of the 

six member countries, aided by ADB and UNESCAP, set up the GMS Business 

Forum, a multi-country, independent nongovernment organization tasked with 

strengthening private sector participation in GMS development. The forum 

promotes networking for the GMS private sector and provides a channel for 

public–private dialogue on policy issues. It has organized various conferences 

97 "Overview Greater Mekong Subregion Economic Cooperation Program" ADB, 2012



and provides useful facilities and services, such as a website and an investment 

handbook.98 

4.6 OTHER ISSUES   

 These are the issues raised along the GTI's history, which is still 

considered as crucial issues for further regional development even today, and its 

reason why the actors are not interested in this potential idea discussed in below 

part. However, assumed that those kind of issues were not in the agenda of the 

GMS, rather tend to be more emphasized on the regional integration issues for 

sustainable development.  

4.6.1 Territory Expansion 

 In many scholars discussions on the Tumen river development shared 

the  opinions on Japan and they estimated Japan as the right partner to add in 

GTI, because of it has the significant territorial position. Nevertheless, Japan 

seems do not see yet the specific benefit in GTI without the East sea inclusion. 

The significance and benefit of the East Sea is huge and not only for Japan, also 

most of the states in Northeast Asia will get tons of benefit, if the East Sea (Sea 

of Japan) included in GTI region.  

 As estimated by GTI member states, if East Sea become part of the 

region, despite the trade route to others countries will be opened, moreover it 

will expand fishery zone, under sea resources development and sea 

environment. Therefore, DPRK's involvement can bring essential changes in 

GTI region. In this connection to get an access to the East Sea issue need to be 

considered within GTI meetings importantly. Also this change would make the 

covering territory bigger in GTI and the sea area as well. 

"Overview Greater Mekong Subregion Economic Cooperation Program" ADB, 2012



4.6.2 Lack of Interest of Involvement  

 Previously there are few of the issues of stagnation of the GTI 

development progress are connected with the need of other potential states 

inclusion in GTI such as DPRK and Japan. However, there are following 

problematic issues in light of their low interest of joining GTI. 

 Even more importantly, Japan and the DPRK's lack of normalized 

relations, and the disastrous experience of failed Japanese investments in the 

1970s and DPRK defaults on up US$900 million of loans from Japanese 

corporations99 acts to discourage private businesses from investing in the DPRK 

which is aware that it cannot count upon government support for their activities 

in this potentially risky region. 

 Although, it has been resolved in every Consultative Commission 

meeting since the sixth PMC to invite Japan to the Commission, but the 

Japanese government has maintained its cautious stance and still retains its 

observer status.100  

 There is an another prediction noted in UNDP paper, is uneven cost and 

benefit sharing among the member states in GTI.  

  From the experience of the MRC, two dialogue partners, China and 

Vietnam are continuously showing their effort on various activities, providing 

related to data and conducting joint capacity building trainings, even though 

China and Vietnam were also in historical difficult situation in the past. The 

fact that the central governments of China and Vietnam concern themselves 

with building and upgrading of infrastructure shows the concerns of both 

countries to engage in border and sub regional cooperation and use the 

99 Hughes 1999: 134-7 
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opportunities for economic development to develop the domestic economies 

(especially China's landlocked west and Vietnam's landlocked north).  

 

CHAPTER V. 

EVALUATION ON STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN OF THE GTI 

 This chapter is the continuation of the explanation of stagnated process 

of GTI, is dedicated to carry out the evaluation on the Strategic Action Plan of 

GTI. The aim of the evaluation is to determine the improvement need for 

further efficient activities of the projects.  

By doing so, the exemplifying Strategic Plan will be the Mekong River 

Commission's Strategic Plan to be evaluated together to make comparison in 

each specific point. 

 Lastly, the outcome from SAP discussed with some examples of 

improvements from the comparison. In order to make evaluation more 

systematic and clear, study used SMART criteria. 

5.1 Definition of the Strategic Plan  

 Broadly speaking, the Strategic action plan of the organization is tend as 

main guidance of the defined activities, moreover the policy approach that 

organization aims to accomplish including the action plans to achieve the goals 

by the guiding policy.  

 Strategic planning is a process and thus has inputs, activities, outputs 

and outcomes. This process, like all processes, has constraints. It may be formal 

or informal and is typically iterative, with feedback loops throughout the 

process. Some elements of the process may be continuous and others may be 

executed as discrete projects with a definitive start and end during a period. 

Strategic planning provides inputs for strategic thinking, which guides the 



actual strategy formation. The end result is the organization's strategy, including 

a diagnosis of the environment and competitive situation, a guiding policy on 

what the organization intends to accomplish, and key initiatives or action plans 

for achieving the guiding policy.101 

 Many theories of motivation feature the power of the feeling we get 

when we achieve something. This was researched as far back as the late 1960's 

in the work of Dr Edwin Locke. In his 1968 article "Toward a theory of Task 

Motivation and Incentives" he made the point that employees had clear 

objectives and appropriate recognition and feedback. He went on to say that 

working towards an objective provided a major foundation of enthusiasm to 

actually reach it-which in turn, enhanced performance.102  

5.2 GTI Strategic Action Plan for the years 2012-2015 

 Among the Consultative Commission (CC) Meetings, the 8th Meeting 

which held on 2005 in Changchun were concluded with the decision on three 

important fundamental issues, where included the GTI Strategic Action Plan for 

the years 2006-2015's new born, in regard with the extension of the Agreement 

of GTI for another 10 years and the transition from TRADP to GTI. Regarding 

to the decision of 12th CC Meeting, the revision of the SAP had revised and 

adopted in 13th CC Meeting. 

 The current Strategic Action Plan (SAP) is focused on the GTI's priority 

areas of the goals and mutual cooperation, specifically, on the implementation 

of the five GTI projects in the priority sectors, namely, transport, energy, 

tourism, investment and environment, cross-cutting issues.  
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 As highlighted in the Plan, the member countries cooperation focused 

on strengthening the development growth in the Tumen river area, furthermore 

to become potential area to the investors.     

5.2.1 "Specific" Criteria 

 This step should make things explicit so that there is no room for 

misinterpretation. The following questions can help to keep this step specific: 

what needs to be done? (Express this as positive, e.g "We will build") What will 

be the outcome or result? Why is this important? Who is responsible? Who else 

needs to be involved? What requirements/constraints are involved?103 

 The common vision of GTI in the SAP stated as: "All GTI member 

countries have pledged to achieve the UN MDG goals by 2015. Particularly, the 

GTI member countries share the vision of building a great partnership for 

common prosperity between neighbors. Member countries are committed to 

strengthening cooperation under the GTI framework to increase mutual benefit, 

accelerate economic growth and promote sustainable development in NEA and 

in particular the Greater Tumen Region (GTR).104  

 Despite the GTI main goals the vision also included UNDP MDG goals 

as a pledge to member countries. It seems there are 8 goals are also member 

countries should take into consideration or makes some confusion with the 

goals to implement. 

 Although in the objectives of GTI specified in SAP, there are objectives 

more related to the economic development of the GTR rather than poverty, 

education, gender equality, mortality reduction, maternal health, HIV/AIDS 

103 Graham Yemm "How to set goals, measure performance and reward talent" Financial Times 
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combat which are not mentioned anywhere in the SAP besides only in the 

Vision sentence.   

 As stated in the Changchun Agreement, GTI member countries got the 

full ownership from 2005 thus, GTI could exclude the MDG goals from the 

Vision, because despite the environmental sustainability and partnership there 

are no specific objectives outlined in the SAP. Moreover, the GTI is not agency 

of UN, so that this Vision makes some confusion. 

Table 9 UN MDG Goals & GTI Objectives 
1Eradicate extreme poverty and 
hunger 

Promote the rehabilitation and construction of basic 
transportation infrastructure and major transportation 
hubs to support economic cooperation and 
development in the GTR 

2Achieve universal primary 
education 

Deregulate the border-crossing procedures for the 
efficient movement of goods and passengers in the 
GTR 

3Promote gender equality and 
empower women 

Create a favorable environment to facilitate trade and 
attract private sector investment in the GTR, and 
improve access to international financial institutions 
for both public and private sector investment 

4Reduce child mortality Promote the GTR as a globally attractive tourism 
destination and increase the cross-border tourist flows 
in the GTR 

5Improve maternal health Establish an effective institutional mechanism for 
energy policy support and reduce non-physical 
barriers to energy transmission and trade in the GTR 

6Combat HIV / AIDS, malaria and 
other diseases 

Promote environmental sustainability in the GTR 
while conducting economic activities 

7Ensure environmental sustainability Strengthen the partnerships with Japan and DPRK and 
their participation in the GTI cooperation for common 
prosperity in NEA 

8Develop a global partnership for 
development 

Enhance the capacity of the GTI as a significant 
regional economic and political partnership in NEA 
and transition it into an international organization 

Source: UNDP website and GTI SAP 2012-2015 

 

 Furthermore, to be specific, the outcomes of the activities should be 

mentioned in the plan, however, the GTI did not provide any specific data or 



outcome to be achieved nor demand to implement these goals in the region. 

While SP is setting their goals for five years also formed MRC's long term goal. 

Every goals has its intended outcomes already written in SP. In terms of actions 

to be undertake is identified objectives but not the involved bodies and role that 

member states could know to whom address which issues are identified.  

 Unlike SAP, the SP has detailed information on the role of the MRC 

bodies with the function which is now required for GTI to distinguish and 

identify executing bodies. SAP do not have the detailed information on location, 

time related to their objectives. The most important thing for implementation is 

always financial matters. In SAP, however mentioned how to create investment 

sources but still no specific budget plan provided and no timeline, requirement 

and constraints are mentioned.  

5.2.2 "Measurable" Criteria 

 Many objectives are easy to measure because they are quantifiable. It is 

useful to remember the saying from the early days of MBO, if you cannot 

measure it, you cannot manage it. Any performance measurement or indicators 

to assess the goals indicated in the SAP. Unclear monitoring system and 

indicators, absence of the comprehensive data is difficult for further make any 

assessment in GTI. 

5.2.3 "Achievable" Criteria 

 Setting the objectives at the right level is a key element. They need to 

be stretching and ambitious but not so much that they are unachievable. At the 

same time, making objectives too easy will not be motivating.105 GTI has its 

five prioritized sectors to develop in the region, although the very broad goals 
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including the large scale cross-border transport infrastructure development at 

the same time too ambitious but without any checked the resource capacity.  

 For instance, "Increase the movement of goods from GTR and in 

particular from NE China through the port of Dalian, Annual increase of ten to 

fifteen percent in cross-border crossing of tourists in the Tumen river area".106  

5.2.4  "Relevant" Criteria 

 Many have said that the GTI projects are not progressing forward as 

expected, yet this problem is because of the too ambitious plan in the SAP 

rather being realistic to be easy to follow by the timeline.  

5.2.5  "Time Bound" Criteria 

 To have a deadline for the actions help to improve the performance. GTI 

does not have any specific timeline to the plan written in SAP, other than the 

stated general time span from 2006-2015.  

5.2.6  "E is evaluated"  

 Once the objective is set, it is important that the leader is paying 

attention to how things are progressing. They need to evaluate the individual's , 

or team's performance and progress and be able to support them or correct 

things quickly.107  

 Besides each of the projects evaluation the overall evaluation on the 

progress of the GTI by periodically manner is necessary to be aware of the past 

mistakes to correct in the future. There is a Strategic review paper have been 

made by GTI experts in 2011, but the annual or periodical evaluation would be 

better to assess the implementation.  

106 GTI SAP 2006-2015, p8 
107 Graham Yemm "How to set goals, measure performance and reward talent" Financial Times 



5.2.7  "R for reviewed (or rewarded)" 

 This step in the SMARTER model is really important for various 

reasons. It makes the whole thing a learning and coaching activity, it 

acknowledges performance and achievement and shows the individual that the 

leader is  paying attention and is involved. 108 

 The member countries will get benefit from the achievement of the 

developmental projects in return, because that makes contribution if not directly 

then indirectly to another sectors development such as the social life 

improvements can reflected by the building of facilities in the area.  

CHAPTER VI. 

ANALYSIS ON REGIONAL COOPERATION IN NEA 

6.1 Introduction of Regional Cooperation 

 Before to proceed on further analysis part of the theoretical aspect, 

characteristics and differences of the chosen regional cooperation, their 

introduction will be elaborated first. Then the economic interrelation within the 

member states in these regional cooperation framework is also presented for 

giving more clear picture of about their achievement. 

6.1.1 Sub Regional Economic Zones  

 The SREZ is generally found along the borders of nation states. 109 

 In this context, the SREZ is consistent with the scope of ‘open 

regionalism’ defined by Garnaut: such a type of regionalism does not 

108 Graham Yemm "How to set goals, measure performance and reward talent" Financial Times
109 Chia, Siow Yue (1993), Motivating Forces in Sub-regional Economic Zones, Honolulu: 
Pacific Forum/CSIS (Occasional Papers), December 1993 



discriminate against outsiders, and is different from ‘discriminatory 

regionalism'.110 

 

Figure 12 Sub Regional Economic Zones in East Asia (SREZ) 

 

6.1.2 the Association of southeast Asian nations (ASEAN) 

 The regional economic cooperation with an FTA assumption and a 

political consultation mechanism for the ten nations for Southeast Asia.111 

110 "Open Regionalism and TRADE Liberalization - An Asia-Pacific Contribution to the World 
Trade System", Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, Sydney: Allen & Unwin 
Gamaut, Ross 1996,



ASEAN has not undergone the same kind of economic integration, nor 

encouraged the growth of an internal market as has been seen in the EU. 

Neither of those activities have been a goal of ASEAN, which has developed 

rather a political and economic subgroup that does not discriminate against 

outsider nations.112 European case is the most advanced example of regionalism 

and of extensive integration over the last 40 years and it has also been a 

stimulus for regional efforts elsewhere.113  

 Unlike the EU, ASEAN has not achieved ‘substantial integration of 

economic activity and growth of intra-regional trade and investment. Intra-

ASEAN trade only grew from 3.2% of total trade in 1980 to 4% in 1990, with 

much o f this trade not governed by preferential trade rules'. 114  Thailand 

averaged 7.9% growth, Malaysia 8.7%, Indonesia 7.8%, and Singapore 8.5% 

growth during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Even the Philippines, being in 

domestic crisis during that time, grew by 5.9% on the even to the 1997 Asian 

financial crisis115.  

6.1.3 Mekong River Basin Project (Mekong) 

 The history of cooperation in this region goes back to 1957 when 

Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos started to address together the 

development of the lower Mekong Basin by attracting outside capital and 

funding. Myanmar and Yunnan Province of China joined later. All these areas 

were underdeveloped with poor infrastructure, lack of capital, and poor 

111 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 
112 ‘Regionalism and Integration’, Butler, Fiona (1997), Chap. 21; Baylis, John & Smith, Steve 
113 ‘Regional Cooperation and National Security: External Forces in Caribbean Integration’, 
Axline, W. Andrew (1988) 
114 ‘Regionalism and Integration’, Butler, Fiona (1997), Chap. 21 
115 "Reassessing ASEAN," Henderson, J.Henderson.1999, London: International Institute for 
Strategic Studies



productivity. The Mekong Basin is a natural economic territory, and possible 

areas of collaboration, with coordination led by the ADB, are hydroelectric 

power, irrigation, flood control, drainage, improving navigation improvement 

and environmental management (Ibid.: 5-6). 

6.2 Main Characteristics: ASEAN, Mekong and GTI    

The table shows the difference of the nature of these regional cooperation in 

Northeast Asia.  

Table 10 Regional Cooperation Characteristics 

Name of 
Economic 
Grouping 

 

Basis Initiative Date 
Formed 

Number of 
Countries 

Component 
Countries/Areas 

GTI - Tumen 
River Delta 

Area 

concept 
phase 

Government 
UNDP 

 

1991 5 East Russia, 
Northeast China, 
Mongolia, DPRK, 
ROK 

Greater 
Mekong Sub 

Region 

concept 
phase 

ADB 
Government 

 
 

1957 6 Yunnan (China), 
Thailand, Vietnam, 
Cambodia, Laos, 
Myanmar 

ASEAN FTA Government  1967 10 Brunei Darussalam 
Cambodia,  
Lao PDR, Myanmar, 
Malaysia Thailand, 
Philippines, Vietnam 
Singapore, Indonesia 

Source: Based On Jaeho Hwang116  

6.2.1 Political Heterogeneity 

 All these three regions have a various political systems, that is another 

feature of the Asian regionalism, includes monarchy, republics, parliamentary, 

116 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: 
The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)" Jaeho Hwang, 2002 



authoritarian, one party, democratic, communist ...etc. that shapes huge 

diversity in the same continent.   

6.2.2 Initiatives  

 Although the forms of the cooperation may vary, these regional 

cooperation can be classified according to whether they are government-led, 

private sector-led, or international organization (UNDP) led, and local 

government led. As described in the table the ASEAN is the government led 

initiation, where as the Mekong Basin and GTI are initiated under the support 

of the international cooperation such as ADB and UNDP. However, the 

Mekong River Basin's another organization in Mekong, Mekong River 

Commission is led by the central government. 

6.2.3 Numbers of Actors 

 Some argues that the number of the cooperation may influence to the 

development, thus the fewer member governments that lesser would be the 

better to be succeed. The potential for conflicts of interest and disagreements 

over policies will be increased with a greater number of participants, and this 

will tend to block development.117 Although ASEAN is the exact example, it 

has been regarded as the most successful one within the ten membership 

countries. And here the individual leaders play a important role: if the leaders of 

the country feel that the project is no longer useful, the country’s stance will be 

uncooperative.118 

117 Weatherbee, Donald E. (1995), ‘The Foreign Policy Dimensions of Sub-regional Economic 
Zones’, Contemporary Southeast Asia, Vol. 16, No. 4, March 1995, pp. 421-432 
118 "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security and Foreign Policy: 
The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP)" Jaeho Hwang, London 
School of Economics and Political Science, University of London, 2002 



 In addition there is extensive cultural, religious and social-ethnical 

heterogeneity. 119  East Asia has implemented security mechanisms that are 

based on bilateral rather than multilateral treaties. 120  There is no common 

understanding of the form or types. 

6.2.4 Regional Cooperation Trade Trend 

 The nature of the AF model is the suitable for those regional 

cooperation, where the coordinated economic policies and disproportionate 

concentration of the member states, as Aysun Uyar determined in the paper.  

Figure 13 ASEAN Intra Trade Trend 

 
Source: "ASEAN International Merchandise Trade Statistics Year Book" 2014 

 

119 Peng, Dajin (2000), ‘The Changing Nature o f East Asia as an Economic Region’, Pacific 
Affairs, Vol. 73, No. 2, pp. 171-191. 
120  Mansfield, Edward D. & Milner, Helen V (1999), ‘The New Wave o f Regionalism’, 
International Organisation,Vol. 53, No. 3, pp. 589-627. 



 
Figure 14 GTR Intra Regional Trade 
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Source: GTR      2014, p27  

 
Figure 15 Intra Regional Share of GTR, NAFTA and EU 

                        Intra Trade Share                              Intra Trade Concentration  

 
Source: GTR      2014, p25  



Figure 16 Greater Mekong Sub Region (GMS) Trade Trend 

 
Source: ADB 2008, "Transport and Trade Facilitation in the Greater Mekong 
Subregion Time to Shift Gears" 
 

 In case of GMS, the degree of openness to trade, measured by the ratio 

of trade (export and import) to GDP, has increased in most economies. 

 Overall, from the observation on the intra regional trade trend of the 

above regional cooperation in Asia shows that the trade share in the each of 

these region has been increased roughly from 1995 to 2005. 

 However, the ASEAN is the free trade area level with a loose 

integration, it describes the sharp increase of both export and import from 2000 

years, whereas the Mekong shows relatively modest increase during whole 

period. 

 Thanks to the ASEAN Free Trade Area which has been advanced in 

2002, the products of the countries have a tariffs of 0-5 percent. According to 

the ASEAN publication, at least 85 percent of each countries products had 

projected to this minimal tariff that represents 90 percent of the all intra 

ASEAN trade. 

 Lastly in case of the TRADP which began the operation in the same 

time as Mekong basin, the export and import share among the states describes 



very poor performance that besides ROK, the other states had only slight 

increase in the trade trend, also the trade concentration is declining from the 

years of 2000. 

6.3 Regional Concept on ASEAN, Mekong and GTI  

 In accordance with the above definition of the region, the proximity was 

the first criteria, then as for the exemplified regions in this study, three of them 

have proximity of the member states. But in terms of commonality in these 

organization, via common elements like culture, language, religion and ethnic 

and/or historical background, unlike GTI member countries, the ASEAN and 

Mekong Basin members have some sense of similar culture or the religion. 

Thirdly, the commitments from the member states often fell short in case of 

GTI cooperation, which is also the key factor to the enhancement of the 

achievement to the joint objective.  

 Realist tradition foresees limited possibility of cooperation and potential 

outcome of regional institutions. But it accepts different levels of cooperation 

like hegemonic leadership, economic cooperation and military alliances.121 

 ASEAN has its member countries, who experienced the same historical 

challenges of colonization except, that when the establishment of the ASEAN 

they have been just acquired their independence that influence them integrated 

together for common interest. Although they were many of the members, they 

all paid serious attention to the integrated cooperation. The First ASEAN 

Summit in 1976 adopted the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) in 

Southeast Asia was the example of their concern on the relation and 

121  Grieco, Joseph M. (1997), Chap. Seven, ‘Systemic Sources o f Variation in Regional 
Institutionalisation in Western Europe, East Asia, and the Americas’, Edward D. Mansfield & 
Helen V. Milner (ed.), The Political Economy o f Regionalism, New York: Columbia 
University Press, pp. 164-187.



cooperation in Southeast Asia and the Declaration of ASEAN Concord which 

elaborated effective cooperation among themselves by providing by providing a 

framework for ASEAN cooperation in the political, principle economic, social, 

cultural and security aspects. It shows the institutionalization in ASEAN settled 

more in neoliberal approach. 

 Neo-liberal institutionalism on the other hand enhances the reasoning 

behind institutions as forerunners of regional and international by focusing on 

the relative gains of each unit which is entangled around the institutions for 

common targets.122 

 For East Asia some forms of functional cooperation may be the ultimate 

evolution of regionalism, and it can be better described as ‘cooperation’, rather 

than ‘integration’. 

 In the integration process, the nation-state, which stands to lose some 

aspects of sovereignty, must be the main actor. On the other hand, cooperation 

works within clearly defined limits and leaves the powers of member states 

unaffected.123 

 As defined above, the GTI and Mekong are more likely to be an 

integration rather than regional cooperation for some extent, because the 

political and nation state interests are commonly appeared in neither in GTI nor 

in Mekong Basin project too that considered as reason for stagnated 

development as well.  

122 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 
123 Jaeho Hwang thesis on "The Significance of Regionalism as an Element of China’s Security 
and Foreign Policy: The Case of the Tumen River Area Development Project (TRADP) 



6.4 AF Model: in case of ASEAN, Mekong and GTI  

 Regional economic cooperation of the current patterns and approaches 

in Asia are transformed into various applicable agencies of interaction seen in 

exemplified ASEAN, GTI and Mekong River Basin cooperation. 

 As for the functional aspect of the model, is combines both economic, 

political, security as well as societal issues as instruments of regional economic 

cooperation, that is suitable to explain the regional cooperation in Asia.  

 Moreover, the asymmetric aspect of the AF model invites all state and 

non-state actors to be represented as the units of regional cooperation. 

Therefore, the AF model is, defined to be a framework of economic cooperation 

along with functional mechanisms of political and societal interactions of the 

asymmetrically divergent units of Asia.124  

Table 11 AF Model on ASEAN Regional Cooperation 

AF Model Regional Economic Cooperation: 
ASEAN 

Functional 
Level of  

Interaction 

Political, security, societal, environmental, energy levels including: 
education, the environment, social welfare, science and technology, culture 
and information, youth, transnational crime, trade, investment, agriculture, 

transport, tourism, energy, finance, political matters and security...etc 
Asymmetric 
units 

45 affiliated non-governmental organizations, , 12 Dialogue Partners, Asia-
Europe Forum..etc 

(State, non state, transnational, region actors) 
Level of 
analysis 

Divergent 
interaction 

 

Covering 
most of 

Southeast 
Asian 

countries 

Broadened 
issues of 
interest 

Based on all 
members 

commitment 

No 
supranational 

characters 

              Functionality             
Unit of 
analysis 

Various actors Large 
number of 
member 

states 

Integrated 
interests 

Commitment of 
member states 

All members 
are equal 

            Asymmetric Nature             

124 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006



ASEAN Similar Past 
History 

(Colonization) 

10 Economic 
growth 

Diplomatic, 
Political 

Engagement 
Rather Policy 

Isolation 

All members 

Regional 
Economic 

Cooperation 

Nature Of 
Actors 

Number 
Of Actors 

Interests Commitment Leadership 

Source: by author 

 Since the political interactions were intractable due to clashing interest 

and low probability of consensus among nation states, more non-political issues 

to be governed by agencies were proposed as the main premise of 

functionalism.125   

  
Table 12 AF Model on Greater Tumen Initiative  

AF Model Regional Economic Cooperation: 
Greater Tumen Initiative 

Functional 
Level of  

Interaction 

UNDP MDG and  
Transport, Energy, Tourism and Investment, with the Environment as a 

cross-cutting theme 
Asymmetric 

units 
5 international organizations,  4 EXIM banks, non state organizations 

 (State, non state, transnational, region actors) 
Level of 
analysis 

Not 
divergent 

interaction 

East Asian 
countries 

Complementary 
gains 

all members 
commitment 

Nation state 
characters 

              Functionality             
Unit of 
analysis 

Various 
actors 

Not large 
number of 
member 

states 

Divergent 
merits interests 

Complementary 
commitment 

Various 
Leadership 

            Asymmetric Nature             
GTI Divergent 

nature of 
the actors 

four economic 
prosperity and 

sustainable 
development 

Asymmetric 
commitments 

Relative 
Leadership 

Regional 
Economic 

Cooperation 

Nature Of 
Actors 

Number 
Of Actors 

Interests Commitment Leadership 

Source: by author 

125 Haas, Ernst 1956 "Regionalism, Functionalism, and Universal International Organization" 
World Politics, 8 (2): 238-263 



 Functionalism is an approach, which concentrates on the reasoning of 

agency, regional and/or international institutions as forms of cooperation.126 

Table 13 AF Model on Mekong Basin Cooperation 

AF Model Regional Economic Cooperation: 
Greater Mekong Subregion 

Functional 
Level of  

Interaction 

economic cooperation, enhance economic relations between members in 
main sectors  

Asymmetric 
units 

5 Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation, ASEAN and ASEAN+3, 
international organizations 

 (State, non state, transnational, region actors) 
Level of 
analysis 

Not 
divergent 

interaction 
 

East 
Asian 

countries 

Complementary 
gains 

All Members 
Commitment 

International 
organization 

              Functionality             
Unit of 
analysis 

Various 
actors 

Not large 
number of 
member 

states 

Divergent 
merits interests 

Complementary 
commitment 

Relative 
Leadership  

            Asymmetric Nature             
Mekong Divergent 

nature of 
the actors 

6 Divergent  Asymmetric 
commitments 

ADB led 
Leadership 

Regional 
Economic 

Cooperation 

Nature Of 
Actors 

Number 
Of Actors 

Interests Commitment Leadership 

Source: by author 

 The study aimed to explore the gradual progress of the ongoing regional 

cooperation in case of Greater Tumen Initiative. Within this purpose, the 

chapter six devoted to the comparison of the regional cooperation of Mekong 

Subregion, since the characterization is similar to the GTI. 

Then, these two organization compared to the ASEAN cooperation, which 

regarded as the mini  EU that could be an example of the regional cooperation. 

At this point, however, there is no certain official form or rules forming the 

126 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006



institution, still the current action of the regional cooperation such as GTI may 

learn experience from other similar organization in the region. 

 Whereas, the functionalism was developed as a criticism against state-

centric international governance of the realist tradition with the emphasis of 

international agencies to achieve regional commitments.127  In spite of their 

large number of actors, and divergent commonalities, the most fundamental 

problems such as contradicted interests, lack of integrated commitments  of 

member states could be gain positive result through developing the more liberal 

approach in the institutional building of the regional cooperation. 

 The issues related to the sluggish progress of the GTI have been 

elaborated in chapter six, thus, in order to see the issues in case of other 

regional cooperation, GMS cases, the below table made by the categorization of 

the issues with comparison to GMS, through the institutional, functional and 

inherent issues of the GTI. 

 

CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION OF THE ANALYSIS 

 The study pursued to answer the questions: "What are the main reasons 

behind the slow process of TRADP/GTI development?" If these characteristics 

in GTI are also exist in other similar regional cooperation? What are the 

differences between GTI and GMS in terms of institutional, functional and their 

inherent issues? How is the issues identified as the stunted in case of GMS?    

 The Northeast Asian four countries, who situated in the Tumen River 

area are agreed to promote economic development, to enhance the growth in the 

127 "An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 



area under the support of the UNDP from about twenty five years from now. 

  

 Although, throughout the past period, its ambitious long term plan was 

not easy to achieve due to the various barriers of the development. Along with 

the implementation of the project, TRADP has not been succeed yet, and even 

failed to reach the planned initial objectives. Mekong river Basin project is 

selected to make comparison on these issues related to the institution building, 

functional and inherent, that faced GTI, regional cooperation to further to 

answer the research questions addressed in this study.  

7.1 Research Findings 

 The Greater Tumen Initiative plan was simply too grandiose and its 

covered whole NEA and the objective was neither covered economic prosper 

development in the region nor to deal with their MDG goals as well. But the 

gradual progress of the development was also due to the legal and political 

problems involved in each of the states relinquishing sovereignty.  

 Generally speaking, from the comparison analysis of the regional 

cooperation, it may conclude that the more neoliberal approach in the 

cooperation and integrated commitment, the more progressive process of the 

development in the regional cooperation occurs, by building more formal 

institution,  integrated interests of the member states. 

 However, the GTI member states had slow during the negotiation 

process between themselves due to the nation state interests and even suspicion 

to each other, which also discussed in chapter four in the part of national 

interest contradiction.  

 Furthermore, the paper aimed to observe the key variables which would 

seem to explain the disappointing progress of TRADP/GTI. In a result, that 



variables are mostly comes from the lack of the potential economic 

complementarities and funding sources but rather a deficiency of shared 

regionalist sentiment by the central governments. 

 Another point is that, in some extent these states in NEA have been 

required more time to be adjusted internally in terms of economically and 

politically, to build this kind of regional cooperation in the Post Cold War 

period, further to be connected more in the global economy. As a result, the 

identified issues in chapter four are seems all interconnected to each other, in 

other words, these identified issues are supportive to each other, once the 

administration roles are well defined the members will integrate their common 

values more to find funding source, further the investment from the external 

sources will be promoted based on their sustainable progress.   

7.2 Limits of the Study 

 However, the aim of the study was to find out the reasons behind the 

slow progress of the Greater Tumen Initiative, because the project is rarely 

heard in the past, but it is difficult to measure the stagnation level. In terms of 

the Strategic action plan evaluation of the GTI, the revised current plan 

remained the objective of UNDP MDG, which was discussed in previous 

evaluation in the GTI strategic action plan in 2011, but it was also lack of the 

documents such as meeting minutes to clarify on this inclusion of MDG as an 

objective.   

 Moreover, the reasons behind the slow progress was difficult to define 

in a micro level, due to the lack of opportunity to access the official GTI 

organizational documents, such as meeting minutes of internal organizational 

meetings. 



 The Asian phenomena of the regional cooperation is argued as failure of 

building institution in some studies, nevertheless some are regarded as the new 

form of regional cooperation, even though they are still in stagnated process. 

Therefore, the definition of the GTI stagnation was difficult to determine not 

relying on some exact theory or facts. Comparison to other regional cooperation 

was also not that appropriate to compare completely, because of their own 

divergent characteristics. Thus the study made the comparison based on the 

broad differences of those regional cooperation. 

 The informal institutionalization however with less political 

commitment seems can contribute more to the problem solving raised from 

political and cultural extent. furthermore, need some portion of market led force 

rather than to compete or suspect each other. Despite the UNDP's role forming 

a interstate framework through the ups and down national interests of the 

member states, GTI has featured uneven participation of the performance by the 

members center local relations, influenced by lack of decentralization.  

 Once the President of the ADB, Haruhiko Kuroda said, about the GMS, 

the countries that were being pulled apart by conflict were coming together to 

benefit from the global economy, to this physical links were not enough, thus 

the agreement needed to made smooth of movement of goods and people across 

borders, workers and public officials needed to be trained to operate in a 

regional not only local setting, environment need to be protected and tourism 

needed to be open.  

7.3 Future Study Recommendations  

 While there is also need to make dept analysis on the internal process of 

the organization and relation among the member states that can be observed by 

attending the meeting and or talking to the involved officials. In order to make 



recommendations to the building of formal institution like EU and other 

ASEAN, the dept analysis on the other possibility of the cooperation is useful to 

explore. However, the organization are all has its unique features, although the 

GTI's slow progress from 1991 years, is need to be fixed based on further dept 

analysis. 

7.4 Conclusion   

 However, since the first revamping of the TRADP, progress of the 

project has been slow and sporadic at best. Despite the initiation of investment 

forums, environmental evaluations and training workshops, the development of 

infrastructure moved at a slow pace and eventually stagnated due to the Asian 

financial crisis and the deterioration of relations among member states. 

 As mentioned before the stagnation progress level is difficult to measure, 

so the GMS picked as an example of similar program, comparing to see how 

the process of them, which are began with similar objectives on same year but 

has widening the gap of the development.  

 Nonetheless, the minimal issues related to the progress of GTI that are 

interrelated, indeed from the beginning of the Initiative, it has been faced 

different interests of the members towards the TRADP/GTI and political barrier 

as fundamental problems. In that sense, the UNDP played an important role to 

create integration between them by organizing events, discussions, on the other 

hand the members had a keen interest to develop the region. For instance, even 

the DPRK's attitude towards TRADP/GTI was positive and active. The member 

states realized the development potential of the region and started to actively 

involved in the activities, however still few suspicions were observed from the 

member states actions, like past Russian and Chinese government actions were 

created mistrust to each other, bring negative impacts. But comparing to the 



GMS, the similar barriers also faced to the program, more successfully, despite 

the large number of the members, ADB's role made a great work, to achieve 

today's GMS. 

 More importantly, the development of the region is the part of essential 

engagement of the local government role, mostly in the member countries the 

involvement of them are fell very short in GTI, even though some activities are 

been held separately, rather than under the frame of the GTI projects. Thus, the 

promotion of the Initiative to increase the awareness of the people in the region 

is necessary for further collaboration of the stakeholders from domestic, 

business sector  and encourage international investors.  

 Besides these issues, the provinces in the region of the member states 

are mostly located far from their central government and the development level 

is low in terms of the financial and infrastructure level, that also need to put 

more effort to the development. In accordance with these condition, the 

infrastructure in the region requires huge investment on building road and 

transportation to link the member states. Thereto, the discussion and negotiation 

were crucial to attract more stakeholders, however the TRADP has spent long 

time in the past to make consensus among them that led to the stagnated 

development.  

 In fact, the member states central government's are willing to attempt on 

the leasing territory agreement and other opening up of FEZ issues instead 

allow the regionalization forces to flow smoothly. In this sense, it is apparent 

that regionalism in the case of the TRADP is usually subverted to national 

economic and political rivalries, the central governments has view that project 

will gain through over advantages of another involved states.  

 There has been also, an external issues affected the developmental 

progress, such as financial crisis and nuclear nonproliferation issues between 



UN and DPRK resulted the exclusion of one of the key member from the 

Initiative which is current discussion topic in GTI on inclusion of strategic 

partners such as DPRK and Japan. 

 Apparently, in order to reach the goals, it is necessary to develop the 

strategic guidance or plan based on the region's potential assessment for further 

concrete actions to be taken by the guidance. By recognizing this importance of 

the Strategic action plan, the paper evaluated the Strategic action plan for the 

effective and more improved forming of SAP that enable to measure the 

performance and data change in the region.    

  Indeed, the described characteristics in AF Model are the common 

features of all Asian regional organization, however this feature can be 

evaluated as an obstacle to achieving a more formal regionalism.128  Once, 

Tongzon argued that the ongoing success of these SREZs depend on 

overcoming these kind of obstacles and some limitations discussed above, in 

order to reach economic complementarities, a suitable infrastructure base, state 

capacity, political commitment, including a leading player to drive the process, 

as well as private sector support.129  

 In regard to the analysis and the determination of the challenges in GTI 

development, the further development success may depend on the lessons 

learning from past challenges and experience of other regional cooperation in 

Northeast Asia, that could make proper direction to the positive change of the 

cooperation.   

 But the comparison with the GMS has provided that the GTI has the 

lack of efficient institutional management, as GMS did, in regard with their 

128 An approach to promote regional economic cooperation in Asia: Asymmetric Functionality 
(AF) model" Aysun Uyar, 2006 
129 Tongzon, Jose L. (1998), The Economies o f Southeast Asia - The Growth and Development 
of ASEAN Economies, Edward Elgar: Cheltemham, UK & Northamton, MA, USA



organizing conference and events of the program. Also, the fact that, GMS had 

a very strong support from ADB, as financer, supporter, administrator 

throughout the program implementation that helped to integrate all members, 

although to make this reality the role and commitment of the member countries 

have also played the crucial role, which was represented in Summit by the 

Prime Ministries of the states.  
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